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A

sia has become “ground zero” for growth in global energy and commodity markets. The
region’s rapid economic growth is driving an enormous rise in the consumption of oil
and liquefied natural gas (LNG) to fuel booming motorization and industrial growth. This
energy boom has been centered in China, but energy demand is rising dramatically across
developing Asia and is being shaped by shifting economic, environmental, and geopolitical factors.
In the case of oil, Asia has accounted for 66% of growth in global oil demand over the past
two decades. Moreover, according to the 2011 World Energy Outlook by the International Energy
Agency, Asia is likely to account for over 85% of the entire increase in demand over the next twenty
years—with virtually all demand growth occurring in developing Asia. Furthermore, Japan and
South Korea remain 100% dependent on oil imports, China now depends on imports for more
than half of its oil needs, and India and Southeast Asia also depend on imports for three-fourths
of their oil needs.
At the same time, Asia’s demand for oil imports has chronically bumped up against a very tight
global oil-supply environment. New growth in oil supply around the world has barely exceeded
declining production in the world’s large older oil fields, leading to very slow overall net supply
growth. Moreover, the geopolitics of oil are deeply worrisome, characterized by strong resource
nationalism, shrinking access to new oil resources that is driven by political factors, chronic
geopolitical instability in key exporting regions, and what many call the end of the era of “cheap
oil.” The oil price spike of 2006–8 intensified this view of an increasingly zero-sum future oil
environment, which Asian countries fear could seriously threaten economic prosperity. Although
oil prices declined with the U.S. and European Union (EU) financial crisis after 2008, prices are
again on the rise with the gradual, albeit uncertain, global economic recovery.
Asia’s natural gas consumption has also been rising strongly over the past decade to fuel booming
industrial needs and power generation. Asia accounts for 70% of the worldwide LNG market, and
global demand for LNG has been growing in excess of 10% per year. In effect, strong demand,
combined with oil-linked LNG pricing, has driven prices higher in the Asia-Pacific. This phenomenon
has been severely aggravated by a spike in demand from Japan as the country scrambles to meet its
electricity needs in the wake of the virtual total shutdown of its nuclear generation capacity. The
so-called Asian premium for LNG has been driven to extreme levels. There is also growing concern
about LNG supply availability, particularly until 2016, when new projects around the region will
begin to expand supply.
Consequently, angst over high and volatile prices, as well as over the availability and reliability
of future energy supplies, is a critical driver of the strategic and economic agendas of Asia’s powers.
The region’s major states have responded with a state-driven approach, characterized by national
competition to control future supplies through governmental support of investments abroad by their
own national oil companies (NOC), expanding oil diplomacy, oil pipeline projects to feed national
markets, growing competition for potential future offshore supplies, and concern over the security
of sea lanes. Rather than seeking ways to cooperate to find common regional solutions to these
problems, the region’s powers have increasingly embarked on a national competitive approach that
intensifies distrust, worsens maritime tensions, and aggravates key strategic rivalries. Asia’s scramble
for resources also risks pushing oil and LNG prices even higher and strengthens producers in using
energy for political and diplomatic leverage.
The region’s quest for more secure oil and LNG supplies is also driving it toward greater
dependence on and engagement in key oil- and gas-exporting regions, most importantly the Persian
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Gulf and Middle East. This reliance is drawing Asia, especially China, into much more powerful
diplomatic roles in these regions. The tug of war over Iran’s nuclear ambitions is a perfect example
of how Asian powers are being pulled into critical diplomatic roles: Japan, South Korea, India, and
China are the major buyers of Iranian crude oil, and U.S. goals on oil sanctions cannot be achieved
without their participation. More broadly, U.S. dependence on oil imports from the Persian Gulf
and Middle East is likely to continue to decline as available supplies in the Western Hemisphere are
increasing. How will these shifting dynamics reshape the global geopolitics of oil and gas? The United
States has historically been the major power in shaping Middle East and Persian Gulf developments,
but it will increasingly depend on Asian powers, especially China, to achieve its goals in the region.
What are the implications of this trend for U.S. strategic interests and foreign policy?
To address these issues, the National Bureau of Asian Research (NBR) and the Woodrow Wilson
International Center for Scholars co-hosted NBR’s eighth annual Energy Security Workshop
in Washington, D.C., on May 11, 2012. Building on NBR’s ongoing initiative to bring together
policymakers, industry leaders, and key stakeholders concerned with Asia’s energy geopolitics, the
annual workshop convenes senior specialists for high-level discussions on the future of Asian energy
markets. The arguments presented at this event are then used to inform discussion throughout
the year, as well as this final report. This year’s program—“Oil and Gas for Asia: Geopolitical
Implications of Asia’s Rising Demand”—focused on the implications of Asia’s oil and energy security
challenges and their impact on U.S. geopolitical and energy security interests. We are grateful for
the generous support of our sponsors—Chevron, ConocoPhillips, ExxonMobil, and the Japan Oil,
Gas and Metals National Corporation—whose contributions enable us to examine the central energy
security challenges facing the United States and the Asia-Pacific today.
To explore these themes in depth, NBR commissioned essays to stimulate program discussions,
which were then strengthened and advanced by insights from the workshop. Each essay addresses
a key issue emerging from the changing energy landscape: (1) the geopolitical implications of the
shift in global oil demand toward Asia, (2) what the dispute over Iran sanctions says about the new
balance of political influence in the Persian Gulf, (3) whether state support for the expansion of Asian
NOCs serves their countries’ energy security, and (4) how Asian LNG markets are being reshaped
by Japan’s demand shock and shifting LNG supplies. This NBR Special Report comprises these four
essays, along with a conclusion drawing implications from the program about the impact of Asia’s
quest for more secure oil and LNG supplies on U.S. energy security and strategic interests.
In the first essay, John V. Mitchell from Chatham House in London provides a superb overview
of how the shift in the balance of oil supply and demand from the United States and the EU to Asia
is affecting global energy security. Given changes in the global oil trade in recent years and industry
projections, the United States and Atlantic countries are no longer directly dependent on oil imports
from the Middle East. Thus, the risks of supply disruption and political leverage from the Middle
East are now concentrated on Asian oil markets, which have become the primary destination of
Middle East oil. Disruptions in the Persian Gulf would expose all importers, including the United
States, to price risks but not physical risks. The implications are substantial. How long will the
United States maintain its historic commitment to ensuring political stability and open sea lanes in
the Middle East, given its declining oil dependence on the region? Will the Asian powers, including
China, step in to support political stability and secure the sea lanes in the future if the United States
reduces its commitment?

4
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Next, Zha Daojiong from Peking University in Beijing affords exceptional insight into Chinese
views of the current U.S.-led effort to pressure Iran to change course on its nuclear energy ambitions.
As a way to intensify economic pressure on the regime, the United States is building an international
coalition to squeeze Iranian oil exports. While many other major oil importers—Japan, South
Korea, and even India—have promised to cut their imports of Iranian oil, China has been much
more resistant to such efforts. Zha suggests that although there are historical ties between China and
Iran, this geopolitical relationship and the influence that one country has over the other have often
been overstated. Instead, Zha argues that Beijing feels that it needs Iranian oil supplies for economic
development, it is abiding by existing UN sanctions, and a case has not been made for violations
that would warrant additional sanctions. Thus, China’s resistance to cutting imports of Iranian
crude is not an effort to undercut U.S. interests in the region, as some observers in the United States
believe. Moreover, Beijing, which has itself been subject to U.S. sanctions, contends that sanctions are
largely ineffective, and it maintains a strong aversion to intervention in the internal affairs of other
states. Yet China has also been sensitive to U.S. concerns and has limited the investments of its oil
companies in Iran to avoid aggravating relations with the United States. In this respect, Beijing has
taken a pragmatic, utilitarian approach to balancing its relations with the United States and Iran.
Philip Andrews-Speed from the Energy Studies Institute of the National University of Singapore
offers a timely assessment of whether the Asian model of governments supporting NOCs in the
acquisition of overseas oil and gas production is an effective and sensible energy security strategy.
China, India, Japan, South Korea, and Malaysia have all boosted support for their NOCs and NOC
global investments over the past decade. Many leaders believe that their country’s energy security
is enhanced by their NOCs having equity ownership stakes in oil fields around the world, and that
this expands “national control” of oil supplies. Such investment also tends to feed the fears in the
United States that Asian NOCs undermine U.S access to vital oil supplies. Is this strategy effective
in strengthening oil security, or is it an illusion? Andrews-Speed suggests that while the political
leaderships in Asian countries continue to support their NOCs in the belief that they do strengthen
energy security, NOCs do not in fact significantly strengthen supply security. Global oil markets
are now deeply integrated and not subject to national supply cutoffs. Moreover, seaborne supplies
can still be interdicted on the high seas in wartime, and pipelines can be blown up. Supplies can be
further disrupted by unexpected political instability in producer countries or by capricious contract
changes. Nevertheless, Andrews-Speed feels that Asian governments are likely to continue this
strategy as long as high oil prices and instability in the Middle East feed their anxieties over market
shocks and these countries’ view their NOCs as valuable “national champions” of industry.
Finally, Tomoko Hosoe from FACTS Global Energy and the East-West Center provides an
excellent overview of future prospects for LNG markets in Asia in the context of rising competition
for regional supplies, the Japan nuclear crisis, the continuing Asian LNG price premium, and the
potential emergence of the United States as an exporter of shale gas LNG. Asia has been depending
on rapid growth in available LNG supplies to meet its rising future energy needs, particularly for
new, cleaner-burning electricity supplies. Hosoe argues that Japan’s nuclear crisis and the subsequent,
unprecedented shortfalls in power generation have had a major impact not only on Asian LNG
markets but also on global energy markets. As a result of the disruption in nuclear power generation,
Japan’s demand for LNG, as well as oil for power generation, increased dramatically in 2011 and will
rise even higher in 2012. Japan, once considered a mature and saturated market, has now become a
renewed growing market and will remain the world’s biggest importer of LNG for the foreseeable
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future. Moreover, Japan’s rising LNG needs have already begun to aggravate concerns over energy
security among other Asian LNG buyers. These concerns will likely persist for at least the next five to
six years, until more supplies become available from major new LNG projects. Toward 2020, North
American shale gas supplies—specifically, LNG from the United States—could play a key role in
meeting Asia’s needs for supply diversification.
Overall, the program essays, presentations, and discussions presented a broad picture of the
major geopolitical changes affecting energy security in the Asia-Pacific, the Middle East, and North
America today. Their findings collectively suggest that Asian and global oil and LNG markets are
changing rapidly, with significant consequences for relations among the key powers in Asia, as well
as for the role of the United States in global energy geopolitics. With this in mind, it is important
that key stakeholders begin working together to foster innovative, collaborative solutions to common
energy challenges.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This essay examines key changes in global trade and investment in oil within an energy
security context and outlines implications for the security of global supplies and the U.S.

MAIN ARGUMENT
U.S. energy security is a mixture of rhetoric, support for market-based international and
domestic solutions, and the capacity to intervene militarily to protect sources of supply to
the international markets when normal trade breaks down. The rough self-sufficiency now
foreseen for U.S. gas supplies is not replicated for oil. Although the U.S. is expected to be less
dependent on oil imports in coming years, it cannot isolate itself from the security problems
of the global oil market that affect its trading partners. Most importantly, the global oil
balance is changing. Asian dependence on the Middle East is replacing U.S. and European
dependence as the key question in global energy security. Asian companies also compete with
U.S. and European buyers and investors for imports from exporters who are logistically more
or less equidistant from them. These new “swing” suppliers are eastern Siberia, Kazakhstan,
northern Iraq, and the exporting countries of the middle and south Atlantic: Nigeria, Angola,
and Brazil. The governments who control the resources of these countries seek investment and
markets to diversify their economies. Because of their state ownership, many Asian importing
companies can respond by deploying support from other state-controlled companies and
financial institutions for non-oil developments.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
Given this changing global oil balance, the U.S. must prioritize the following
policy objectives:
• Attend more explicitly to global, rather than faux-independent, U.S. energy security
• Contribute to broad economic development in the swing exporting countries
• Seek Asian cooperation for energy security, particularly for handling disruptions and
developing open and competitive markets for trade and investment
• Prepare for “fail-safe” military protection of the stability of the swing exporting countries
• Involve Asian countries in the protection of Middle East stability and export routes,
which the U.S. currently provides

A

lthough every government and policy adviser thinks first of national energy security,
few would argue that it can be separated from a global perspective on energy security.
The degree of interdependence in trade and investment is such that insecurities in
one country will have effects on others. This is most obvious in the case of oil prices.
It is difficult to imagine today that any significant oil-trading country could effectively separate
its domestic pricing system from international prices: those countries that do so, normally oil
exporters, face great difficulties from the distortion of markets that results. In a country like the
United States, which is both a producer and an importer, an attempt to separate domestic from
external prices would lead to multiple pricing systems, immense bureaucratic costs, and internal
distortions similar to those that occurred during the 1970s when price controls were applied to
domestic oil production.
The analysis below starts with the perspective that isolation is impossible. The first section defines
the key elements of global energy security, while the second section describes the conventional U.S.
position on energy security. The following section then analyzes recent changes in global trade and
investment in oil and examines current projections. The essay concludes by discussing some of the
implications of these changes for the security of oil supplies globally, as well as for the United States
in particular.

Global Energy Security
It has proved difficult in policy discussions and in the literature to define “energy security” in
a simple way. The question has to be addressed through the lens of a compound eye that looks at
insecurities for parts of the economy and society outside the energy sector, as well as the traditional,
question-begging formula of “adequate supplies at affordable costs.” There are three aspects of energy
security that have proved useful in discussions in the United Kingdom and are familiar in the United
States: security from physical disruptions of supply, security from economic damage, and security
from geopolitical crises.1 These will be discussed below.

Security from Physical Disruptions of Supply
Physical disruptions of supply include disruptions due to natural causes, such as Hurricane
Katrina, and political events in supplying countries, such as the Iranian Revolution in 1978, the Iraqi
invasion of Kuwait in 1990, and the Libyan revolution of 2011. There is no question that such events
have resulted in changes in the pattern of trade and investment and in surges, usually temporary, in
the international price of oil, even though the particular disruption may have been fairly short-lived
(although the Iranian Revolution led to a permanent lowering in Iran’s production capability and
rise in oil prices). None of these events, however, led to actual shortages of physical supply in major
importing countries, although physical shortages occurred where a particular country had been
very dependent on supplies from one of the disrupted sources (such as India on Iran in 1978–79).
In the case of the Arab oil embargo of 1973, disruptions and physical shortages did occur for a
short period of time. The event was a shock to unprepared politicians, enterprises, and the public.
That experience has strongly influenced how politicians and journalists think about oil markets,
but the circumstances today are very different. In 1973, there were no open international markets
1

Malcolm Wicks, “Energy Security: A National Challenge in a Changing World,” Report to the Prime Minister, August 2009, http://www.
decc.gov.uk/en/content/cms/what_we_do/change_energy/int_energy/security/security.aspx.
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in crude oil; rather, trade was carried out through a limited number of international oil companies.
There was also no mechanism, such as now exists in the International Energy Agency (IEA), for
sharing supplies or, at the very least, avoiding excessive competition for supplies that were available
in the spot market.
Disruption insecurity implies its own policy response: strategic storage and a flexible oil market,
with open access to the latter. It is worth remembering that during the first Reagan administration,
the United States took a very negative attitude toward the IEA on the grounds that “market forces”
were the appropriate mechanism for dealing with disruptions and that government-controlled
strategic stocks created a moral hazard for commercial operators. The main problem today with the
IEA’s emergency response mechanism (ERM), and its related strategic stock obligations (90 days of
imports) and those of the European Union (90 days of consumption), is that they cover only member
countries of the Organisation for Economic and Co-operative Development (OECD). Nearly half of
the world’s oil trade occurs outside the OECD, and the OECD’s share of trade is diminishing even
further as Asian markets grow. China and India are building up their own strategic stocks, but the
size of these stocks is not public knowledge and there is no formal mechanism for coordinating their
use with those of IEA members. There is nothing to prevent a formal agreement between the IEA
and any of these countries, but none has been attempted.
A second problem with reliance on strategic stocks and the ERM is that this mechanism is
unpredictable. It avoids “moral hazard”—that is, companies cannot rely on the IEA to cover normal
commercial risks—but with the consequence that, unlike under an insurance policy, there is no
guarantee of IEA intervention. It is generally assumed that the agency should respond only to physical
shortages and not be used to target prices. As a result, IEA intervention is essentially short term.
Responses to disruptions are not limited to what consuming countries can do: Saudi Arabia has
consistently maintained a minimum spare capacity of 1.5 million barrels a day for use in situations
where supplies to the international market are disrupted. The country’s willingness to use these
supplies in such situations has been repeatedly asserted and demonstrated. However, this additional
capacity does not completely complement the use of storage: it is generally for a heavier type of crude
that does not directly substitute for the lighter crude that may be disrupted. Some dislocation from
temporary disruptions is thus inevitable and will affect the price of oil and be transmitted to the
U.S. market.

Security from Economic Damage
The second major aspect of energy security is economic. Importing countries, including the
United States, will suffer adverse macroeconomic effects from short-term and long-term price
increases. Even if the United States becomes only a marginal importer of oil, its economy will be
affected by what happens to trading partners who are substantial importers. The United States will
also be affected by the translation of international prices into domestic U.S. prices. (Attempts to
avoid this situation in the United States and other countries during the first two oil shocks ended
in bureaucratic confusion and policy failure.)
Short-term price increases, such as the oil shock of 1978–79, inevitably dislocate macroeconomies
in several ways. First, consumer expenditure is shifted away from other products and services to oil
imports, thereby depressing other sectors of the domestic economy. Second, if there are substantial
imports, the trade balance is affected adversely by the change in the terms of trade: in simple terms,
purchasing power leaves the importing country and accumulates in the exporting countries, which

10
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may or may not spend it. If they do spend it, it may be somewhere other than in the oil-importing
countries from whom the purchasing power was removed.
For short-term disruptions, this situation points to a need to be prepared to take appropriate
policy responses at the macroeconomic level when a disruption and price spike occur. What policies
are appropriate depends partly on the circumstances in which the price spike occurs: for example,
whether the economy of the importing country has spare capacity generally or is suffering from
inflation anyway. Enough has probably been learned from the history of oil-price volatility over the
past 40 years to enable developed countries to be prepared for this problem.
An additional problem, even with temporary price increases, occurs in countries where domestic
prices are held down by regulation for political reasons and to alleviate poverty. This is the case in
many developing countries, including some exporting countries. Here, an international price increase
creates a huge domestic subsidy increase, which damages the public finances of the importing country
and in turn creates recessionary conditions. Raising the domestic price under such circumstances
would be politically destabilizing to precarious governments. Again, this is an understood problem,
but one whose remedy must be based on the country moving toward a more responsive domestic
price system. In the short term, measures to support public financing in those countries, conditional
on reform, will inevitably be demanded by lending agencies or the financial markets.
For the exporting countries, there is an inverse set of macroeconomic problems: sudden sharp
increases in export revenues create an impulse for expanding government spending, which may
not be sustainable when the price falls. Even short-term price collapses can disrupt government
spending and destabilize the non-oil sector, inhibiting its future diversification. As it happens, the
price increases of recent years have for many countries outstripped the expenditure subsidized
by oil exports. Growth in sovereign wealth funds or financial reserves has given most exporting
governments a cushion that is either formally or informally used to stabilize government spending.
The existence of sovereign wealth funds is therefore important to stabilize the economies of the
oil-exporting countries and reduce the risk that their instability will affect their investment in oil
or the stability of their supplies. The fact that the sovereign wealth funds necessarily invest in the
United States and other economies is an inevitable by-product of their existence. Thus far, however,
there is no indication that these investments are politically directed to dominate any sector of the
United States or another major economy. In fact, the aggregate wealth of the oil-related sovereign
wealth funds remains small in relation to the U.S. economy, and the owners’ interests would be to
diversify across many economies and sectors. Furthermore, the existence and role of such sovereign
wealth funds help provide political stability for governments of those countries and therefore security
for importers who rely on supplies from them. Nonetheless, the mechanisms are not perfect, and
there are lingering concerns about their impact on some of the countries where the investments
are directed.
A more difficult economic problem arises when international oil prices are distorted over a long
period. The main possible cause is the effect of price spikes, which are locked in by subsequent
reductions in production on offer (the “backward sloping supply curve”).2 These spikes in turn are
enabled by the cartel-like structure of the international oil market, exemplified by the Organization of
the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), whose members supply about 40% of the international
oil trade. There have been rivers of text and clouds of rhetoric over the role of OPEC in influencing
2

The idea is that for a given revenue target, higher prices will reduce supply. See David G. Victor, David R. Hults, and Mark C. Thurber, eds.,
Oil and Governance: State-Owned Enterprises and the World Energy Supply (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012).
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international oil prices. Its actions no doubt have kept prices higher (though possibly more stable)
than they might otherwise have been, which creates a long-term structural disadvantage to oil
importers such as the United States. However, this dynamic may be ending.
OPEC actions have supported a floor price by restricting production. This strategy has been
effective so long as there has been a surplus of production capacity. This was the case from 1983 to
about 2003 as a result of the fall in demand caused by the price increases associated with the second
oil shock. Since 2005, however, the structural surplus has disappeared very rapidly. In 2011–12, given
the disruptions to supply from Libya, the slow development of new Iraqi supplies, and other local
and temporary factors, the only spare capacity available has been the Saudi strategic capacity, mostly
for producing heavy crude. The result has been a further price increase that may not be sustained.
Despite these circumstances, economic activity in the importing countries has been protected from
a deep recession by a series of macro-policy interventions. A collapse in oil demand is not likely so
long as these macro-policies remain in place. At the same time, the expansion of oil supply will not
likely exceed slow growth in demand for a variety of reasons, although not because of OPEC: OPEC
members do not coordinate investments or even share information about their investment plans.
What this means is that OPEC no longer distorts the market by supporting a floor price because
there no longer exists a structural surplus of capacity. Nor does OPEC have the power to sustain
an artificially high price: too high a price would induce recession in the short run and in the long
run bring on new oil sources and substitutes. The higher the price, the less influence OPEC has.
Prices over $100 open the door for a wide variety of new supplies of oil from high-risk and highcost sources: the pre-sale basins, the deep Atlantic, and shale oil produced by the combination of
hydraulic fracturing and horizontal drilling. Such prices also give powerful economic support to the
measures already introduced, for climate change policy reasons, to apply more technology to reduce
the consumption of oil—for example, in transport—and to develop renewable sources of liquid fuel
and vehicles designed to use it. In this new situation, the economic security of importing countries
is being improved because lower consumption means lower imports. The U.S. Energy Information
Administration’s scenarios for low-carbon energy projections bear this out.3

Security from Geopolitical Crises
The third aspect of energy security is geopolitical. Sanctions on energy trade and investment have
more often been used against oil exporters than importers—at least since the unsuccessful Arab oil
embargo of 1973. The United States has been a leader in this area, sometimes with UN support—as
in the case of U.S. sanctions against Libya, Iran, Iraq, Sudan, Somalia, and Burma. These sanctions
have been reinforced (and gained most of their effectiveness) through being applied to financial
transactions, including loans, insurance, and credit. It is easier for the United States and other
countries to apply sanctions in these sectors than to actually sanction oil trade and investment,
which can flow indirectly through countries not supporting sanctions, because so much of the
world’s business passes through U.S.- or EU-based financial centers.
Nevertheless, political interference by other countries remains a problem. The most obvious
example is Russia’s attempts to influence Ukrainian internal events through the use of that state’s
dependence on Russian gas supplies. An important qualification is that the effectiveness of sanctions
depends on the extent to which their application will disrupt some wider and important relationship
between the United States (or another sanctioning country) and the exporter targeted (or, inversely,
3

12

U.S. Energy Information Administration, “Annual Energy Outlook 2012,” June 2012.
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the relationships between an exporter and the object of its foreign-policy intervention). If the energy
relationship is embedded within a much wider political and economic network of relations (as
between the EU and Russia), then strong sanctions on oil or gas could carry costs for the sanctioning
country. Where the relationship is entirely or mainly based simply on the oil trade, then the risks
to the sanctioned country are greater because the sanctioning country has nothing else to lose
from reciprocation. This points to the need for a rather selective, country-by-country evaluation of
geopolitical risks, not limited to the oil and gas sectors.

U.S. Energy Security Policies
Even if the United States were to achieve energy independence, it would not isolate itself from
the effects of either international oil prices or oil-related events on the stability of other countries
with whose economies or politics the United States is involved. For the United States, the main
question—discussed later in this essay—is the extent to which the dependence of the international
oil market on the Middle East remains intertwined with the region’s dependency on U.S. military
presence and intervention to maintain regional stability.
Although it now seems that the United States will be roughly self-sufficient in natural gas through
2035, the same does not apply to oil, imports of which will continue to be substantial, despite recent
increases in production and improvements in technology. In the Department of Energy’s reference
case for 2035, oil imports (at 7 million barrels a day) will supply 36% of the consumption of liquid
fuels.4 U.S. imports will be an important part of the international oil market, which might be between
50 and 60 million barrels a day in that scenario. This, like other reference-case scenarios, does
not include the probable reductions in demand due to the stronger carbon-emissions policies that
emerged in the United States and other countries in 2011. As these are supported by the economics
flowing from higher oil prices, the probability of lower consumption—and trade—is strong.
U.S. energy security, therefore, still depends on the international situation. The 2001 report
by the National Energy Policy Development Group (the “Cheney report”) recognized this, and
the majority of its recommendations concerned actions by the United States outside its borders
to promote alternative supplies of energy in the international markets and support investments
and trade policies that served that end.5 These themes have remained more or less constant in U.S.
external policies affecting energy and are part of a wider approach to energy security policy, which
has three faces:
• The first face is a rhetorical face that speaks in euphemistic phrases about unstable regions and
countries whose interests are not necessarily those of the United States.
• The second face is a pragmatic face that recognizes the importance to the United States of an
open and competitive international market for oil and supports institutions that contribute
to that view. For example, the majority of the specific recommendations in the Cheney report
concerned actions to be taken outside the United States.
• A third face, less discussed in official energy policy documents, is that of military sanctions to
protect the international oil supply and, with it, supplies to the United States. This pragmatic

4

U.S. Energy Information Administration, “Annual Energy Outlook 2012.”

5

National Energy Policy Development Group, Reliable, Affordable, and Environmentally Sound Energy for America’s Future (Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 2001).
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approach was seen in action in the first Gulf War and, before that, in the protection of U.S. (and
other allied) flags for tankers transiting the Persian Gulf during the Iran-Iraq war.
The triple-faceted nature of the United States’ energy security policy is likely to continue, but some
reorientation will be necessary to respond to the changing energy world.

Changes in the Global Oil Balance
The major change in the international context for U.S. oil security is the shift of the center of
gravity of international oil trade to the axis between the Middle East and importing markets in
Asia.6 Figure 1 illustrates how oil consumption in the Asia-Pacific region has grown to exceed that
of Europe and North America.
In simple terms, the outlook in the United States, Europe, and Japan is for stagnant and probably
declining oil consumption, while in the United States the production of liquid fuels of some sort is
likely to continue to increase at least for the next decade. Beyond that projection, much depends on
the success of new technologies for the production of biofuels and the extraction of oil from shale.
In the Asia-Pacific region, by contrast, consumption is expected to continue to rise strongly, while
production will at best be flat and probably fall.

Oil consumption, 1965–2010
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Figure 2 compares the net deficits of the major oil-consuming regions in 2009 with the projections
in reference cases for 2030. However, the reference cases do not take into account the more severe
carbon-control policies that have been introduced in all major regions since 2011. Therefore, the
net deficits are likely to be somewhat smaller in future projections: for example, the deficit in North
America may be two million barrels a day lower.
The contrast is striking between North America, where increasing production matches more
or less static demand; Europe, where declining production more or less corresponds to declining
consumption; and Asia, where there is virtually no increase in production but a very strong increase
in consumption, creating a large increase in the oil deficit, which is the central security issue in the
new global picture. The United States and Europe are not becoming more dependent on external oil
supplies, but Asia is. In the case of the United States, oil imports from the Middle East are already
reduced more or less to the point where they are accounted for by the Saudi Aramco investment in
U.S. refineries.

figure 2
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How will the deficits be supplied? There is no energy gap in these projections: global supply and
demand match. The interesting questions are geographic. Figure 3 compares the net deficit of the
Asia-Pacific with the availability of surpluses from the Middle East. Consumption is increasing in
the Middle East itself almost as rapidly as it is in Asia, such that the availability of oil for export
is growing more slowly than production. The key fact is that, in contrast to recent decades, the oil
surpluses available from the Middle East will fall short of the oil deficits of the Asian markets.
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figure 3

Global oil balances, 1985–2030
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There will of course be some trade in both directions between regions, but essentially the
structural dependence of the United States and Europe on Middle East suppliers is ending and will
disappear for good. Conversely, Asian markets are increasingly turning to supplies from the Atlantic
region to supplement supplies from the Middle East. This is already evident from the activities of
the Chinese national oil companies investing in and trying to “secure” oil supplies from Africa and
South America. The result is a new geopolitical map for oil in which the international market no
longer pivots on the Middle East but swings on a set of hinges: areas where logistics are more or
less neutral between supplies to Asia or supplies to the Atlantic. These areas are, roughly speaking,
eastern Siberia, Kazakhstan, northern Iraq, and the south Atlantic.

Implications
Implications for Oil Markets
This change in world oil balances has implications for the structure of the crude oil market, a
greater percentage of which will fall under the influence of state-controlled companies in Asia and
the Middle East. Most oil trade and investment in Middle Eastern countries is controlled by state
companies, and only in Iraq is there significant opportunity for private-sector contracting and export
availability. In the Asia-Pacific region the private sector is alive and well in Australia. Private-sector
companies can invest in trading oil from other Asian countries, but the resources are not there to
support expansion.
The open, competitive international oil market is really based in the Atlantic region. This region
includes a large number of private-sector producers and exporters, big domestic markets that are
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open to competition and reflect international prices, and liquid commodity markets in New York
and London. In North America, Europe, Africa, and to some extent Central Asia, eastern Siberia,
and South America, there are also opportunities for private-sector investment.
Despite the greater importance of state-controlled companies located on the Middle East–AsiaPacific axis, it is unlikely that Asian markets can be completely isolated from the competitive Atlantic
environment—oil there is cheap to transport and the relevant facilities exist everywhere. However,
we may see the growth of closer contractual relations between the state-exporting companies in
the Middle East and the state-controlled importing companies in China and India. It is difficult
to imagine that these relationships will be isolated from more general economic and political
relationships.

Implications for Oil Security in Asia
As pointed out earlier, only Japan is party to the IEA emergency-sharing mechanism, and how
Asian markets would work in the event of another short-term disruption is uncertain. There seems
to be an idea that equity investments in foreign oil production will increase national oil security.
Chinese companies have invested in a number of oil-exporting countries, including South Sudan,
Angola, Nigeria, Venezuela, Brazil, Argentina, and Kazakhstan. In some cases, these investments
seem to have been based on broader economic support from China rather than competitive
allocations. Nevertheless, economics will play out—host governments cannot completely escape
accountability for the terms on which their resources are exported, either in times of disruption or
in times of normal business. They will decide how much oil is produced, who is allowed to buy it, and
at what price. Owners of equity oil may have a foot in the door, but the handle is only on the inside.
The Chinese government has expressed concern about the security of major sea lanes, and Chinese
ships participate in protecting shipping lanes against piracy. However, China does not yet have a blue
water navy and is therefore exposed to the risk of dependence on the United States for protection
of international shipping routes.
China is also exposed to the risk of sanctions from the United States through U.S. dominance
of international finance, insurance, and shipping. Most Chinese imports of oil are transported
in foreign vessels and insured by foreign companies—a situation that Chinese authorities have
announced their intention to remedy.7
For the time being, therefore, U.S. policies have some leverage over Asian energy security.
However, in the long run there is likely to be stronger questioning in the United States of the costs
of protecting the sea routes from the Middle East to Asia, and China is likely to develop an effective
capability to protect its own maritime interests.

Implications and Questions for the United States
The questions for the United States resulting from the new balance in world oil trade are therefore
as follows. First, how can the United States support the development of open and competitive markets
for oil in Asia and investment in countries where Asian competition is likely to be strong—the
so-called swing countries? Addressing this issue is likely to require more attention to the stability
and the underlying economic development of those countries than would normally result from the
operations of private-sector oil companies. Second, how far will the United States be prepared, or
7

Comments by He Yongjian, deputy director of development planning in the China National Energy Administration, reported in China
Daily, April 20, 2012.
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allowed, to go in offering military protection for stability in the swing countries? Finally, under what
conditions will the United States be prepared to continue (partly for reasons wider than oil security)
to maintain its military presence in the Middle East and its support for the stability of that region’s
governments when the oil supplies are in fact going to Asian markets? The answers to these questions
will depend on to what extent the United States recognizes the indivisibility of global oil security.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This essay offers a Chinese perspective on the role played by Iran in China’s energy security
and contemplates ways for China and the U.S. to address the associated diplomatic challenges.

MAIN ARGUMENT
Iran is a factor that contributes to and risks deepening the “trust deficit” in diplomatic
relations between China and the U.S. For China, access to Iranian energy resources is
conditioned by an array of factors, including market-based concerns and considerations of
domestic stability within China were Beijing to side with Washington in applying sanctions
against Tehran. Beijing is not as forthcoming as Washington would like in dealing with
Tehran, but Chinese involvement in multilateral diplomatic forums should not be overlooked.
American observers are often tempted to view Chinese diplomacy toward Iran as part of an
agenda to confront the U.S. and the wider West. The truth of the matter, however, is much more
complex. China’s failure to heed U.S. demands to curtail oil imports and other economic ties
to Iran can best be characterized as utilitarian and commensurate with the mutual anxieties
that Beijing and Washington hold about each other.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
China and the U.S. must be imaginative in preventing the Iran issue from undermining
their bilateral relations. Rather than continuing to try to form a united front to rein in Tehran’s
suspected nuclear weapon program, the two countries should consider alternative measures
in the area of energy security:
• The U.S. should appreciate that China offers little that is indispensable to Iran beyond
Beijing’s veto power in the UN Security Council.
• If the governments of China and the U.S. can work to enhance the political environment
for Chinese and U.S. oil companies to operate jointly in a third country, doing so
would help dissuade presumptions that U.S. and Chinese paths to energy security are
intrinsically diametric.
• When there is a greater level of bilateral interdependence between China and the U.S. in
the energy commodities trade, the prospects for improving public perceptions in China
about U.S. demands on issues like Iran should grow.

I

ran is a factor that contributes to and risks deepening the “trust deficit” in diplomatic relations
between China and the United States. Access to Iran’s energy resources is the most divisive issue
between each country’s expectations of acceptable as well as desirable behaviors toward each
other. Yet there is room for both China and the United States to be imaginative in preventing the
Iran issue from looming larger in their bilateral relations.

Iran in Chinese Diplomacy
Contemporary Sino-Iranian relations began on a tentative footing. For many of the formative
years of the Cold War, Iran followed the path of the Western camp in dealing with the People’s
Republic of China (PRC). On the bilateral front, until August 1971, Tehran maintained a formal and
active diplomatic relationship with the Republic of China, or Taiwan. On the international front,
Iran joined the West in the United Nations in condemning China over issues such as the Korean
War and the 1962 war between China and India.
In the eyes of Chinese analysts, it was the initiation of the Kissinger-Nixon rapprochement
with China that prompted Iran to change its stance by sending a half-sister of King Pahlavi as an
emissary to Beijing in April 1971.1 Four months later, Chinese and Iranian diplomats inked a joint
communiqué to establish full diplomatic ties. For its part, China made a point of valuing its newly
established ties with Iran by including Tehran on the itinerary of its foreign minister in June 1973,
which included visits to London, Paris, and Islamabad as well. This was the first overseas trip by a
Chinese foreign minister after 1966, when the outbreak of the Cultural Revolution kept an official
in the position homebound.
The political relationship between Beijing and Tehran, however, did not proceed smoothly. In
August 1978, Chinese premier Hua Guofeng made a stopover visit to Tehran, in part due to the
technical necessity of having to refuel his Boeing 707 en route back from his travels to Romania and
Yugoslavia. The visit turned out to be ill-timed, as the Pahlavi regime was on the verge of collapse.
The post-1979 Iranian government was unconvinced of China’s neutrality in Iranian affairs until
Chinese diplomats chose not to participate in voting on a January 1980 UN resolution put forward
by the United States to apply sanctions on Iran.
The summer of 1989 saw dramatic political changes in Beijing and ensuing constraints on
China’s political ties with the West. In the immediate years that followed, a string of reciprocal
high-level visits took place between Beijing and Tehran. There was a discernible demonstration of
political solidarity in resisting the imposition of economic sanctions and diplomatic isolation by the
West. Human rights diplomacy was the issue that bound Beijing and Tehran in a political alliance.2
In 1993, when China became a net importer of crude oil, Iran proposed to swap its oil for Chinese
products. But Chinese refining capacities—exclusively catered to low-sulfur domestic crude—were
too limited to handle the high-sulfur contents of Iranian crude. The situation did not begin to change
until after 1997, when Chinese refining capacity started to improve and become capable of handling
larger amounts of imported crude.3
1
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One line of argument in Western research on Sino-Iranian ties opines that Beijing follows a
grand geostrategic design in approaching Tehran. According to this line of reasoning, during the
Cold War, China and Iran had a common agenda of curbing the spread of Soviet influence in the
Persian Gulf region. After the Cold War, China joined Iran (and Russia) in sharing a resentment of
“the dominant global status of the United States in the realms of politics, economics, and military
power.” 4 China and Iran are also currently seen by Western observers as sympathetic to each other
because both pursue a shared agenda of becoming the hegemon of their respective regions.5
Hard-core realist reasoning like that cited above carries a life of its own in analysis of international
relations. It is difficult and perhaps pointless to dispute and much less refute such reasoning. It
suffices to take note of a competing observation outside China, which runs as follows:
The objective of China’s engagement in the Middle East is energy security rather
than undermining the United States’ interests in the region. Contrary to realist
assumptions, China is utilizing the existing Western institutions to achieve its goals
in the region, a step highly welcomed and encouraged by Middle Eastern states.6

In China, it deserves mention that opinions on Iran and Sino-Iranian relations vary as well. A
polarization of views in Chinese academic and policy circles about Iran and the appropriate policy
toward it is the norm. As an individual scholar’s mastery of a foreign language strongly influences
his or her formation of policy proposals about the objects of study, those equipped with Persian
and Arabic language capacity and direct field exposure protest that some Chinese scholars are more
critical of Iranian behaviors than their Western peers.7
Of course, scholars do not make foreign policy, in China or elsewhere. But it is significant to note
that along with the globalization of Chinese society, public perception—with scholarly input being
a powerful component—increasingly shapes the level of acceptability of Chinese policy toward a
particular foreign country. That, in turn, is a significant, though perhaps not determining, facet of
Chinese diplomacy toward Iran (and indeed, all other countries).
In this section, a brief recounting of the early stage of Chinese diplomacy toward Iran and
discussion of the diversity of perspectives have aimed to bring attention to the dynamic nature of
China’s pursuit of ties with Iran. Bearing this variety of opinion in mind is conducive to thinking
through the Iran factor in Sino-U.S. relations in the future.

Iran’s and China’s Energy Security
For decades after the establishment of the PRC in 1949, China treated fossil energy as just one
form of ordinary commodities. Foreign energy policy focused on earning hard currency through
exports, on the one hand, and inviting foreign participation to boost domestic production, on
the other. Central planners promoted the export of energy resources to gain foreign exchange for
purchasing advanced equipment to facilitate domestic extraction and production of energy.8 Until
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the mid-1990s, oil, coal, minerals, grain, and other raw materials made up over half of China’s total
exports. Indeed, the facilitation of foreign involvement in the domestic upstream sector continues
to be a key feature of energy development policy in China today.
China’s own experience interacting with the rest of the world in energy development, on top of
the relatively short and thin history of its involvement in shaping international governmental and
business norms in energy affairs, leads to expectations of calm when Chinese energy companies
involve themselves overseas.9 For years, foreign commentators had held presumptions about the
diplomacy-driven nature of Chinese oil company investments and worried about the possibility
of China blocking supplies of oil produced for other importing countries. As endorsed in a recent
study published by the International Energy Agency (IEA), there is now growing recognition that
Chinese overseas energy investments have in fact largely boosted global supplies of oil and gas, on
which other importers rely.10
When it comes to Chinese oil trade with Iran, as noted above, changes in domestic crude-refining
capacities play an important role in market-based considerations of the level of engagement. While
there are few studies that specifically investigate the technical match between Iranian crude and
Chinese refineries, observers of China’s petroleum-refining industry agree that there is still ample
room for upgrading Chinese refining capacity to handle medium- and high-sulfur content in oil to
be imported from abroad, including oil from the Persian Gulf.11
China’s import of crude oil from Iran attracts attention in international-studies circles due in
part to the two countries’ signing of a long-term supply agreement in 2002. There has yet to be
informed and systematic tracking of the execution of this agreement and other arrangements or
memorandums of understanding. This makes it difficult to assess what contributes to the rise or fall
of fluctuations on Chinese purchases, especially if China tacitly but positively responds to the United
States’ demand that it reduce imports of Iranian crude at particular points of U.S. and international
diplomatic negotiations with Iran.
In any case, the government of China’s official position is that it does not participate in unilateral
sanctions imposed by the United States on Iran: “China imports oil based on its economic
development needs without violating relevant resolutions of the UN Security Council (UNSC) and
undermining the third party’s and international community’s interests.”12
The critical difference in the Chinese and U.S. positions lies in whether trade sanctions against
Iran are authorized by UN resolutions. Iran is a party to the Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty regime
and is hence under obligation to pursue peaceful nuclear use only. On this matter, the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) plays a central role in making the judgment call about Iranian
nuclear programs and their intents. The United States works to tighten its sanctions regime against
Iran when the latter’s nuclear activities are suspected to be moving toward military use. Thus far,
IAEA assessments have not come to a definitive conclusion, making it possible for China to justify
its business-as-usual approach in matters related to non-weapons trade with Iran, with oil being
one of the commodities in the product mix.
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Chinese investment in Iranian energy development is another issue that has led to disputes
between China and the United States. The issue became more prominent after the United States’
Iran-Libya Sanctions Act became law in August 1996. International reactions to the act were
mixed from the start. For example, the United States’ European allies objected to what was seen as
“extraterritorial” in articles of the act. Oil companies from Europe still invested in Iran and did not
attract much U.S. scrutiny. But Chinese companies took note of Dutch Royal Shell’s October 1999
deal worth $850 million for the rehabilitation of Iranian oil fields damaged in the Iran-Iraq war.13
This amount was more than 40 times over the $20 million benchmark stipulated in the act to be
eligible for U.S. penalties.
Chinese assessments of associated international political risks in participation in bidding for
Iranian energy development projects are difficult to locate, but it is reasonable to speculate that they
consider European energy companies’ dealings with Iran as precedents: “Beijing was careful not
to allow its companies to take the lead in oil cooperation with Iran less [sic] they become targets of
U.S. sanctions.”14
Viewed as a component in developing China’s energy industry, access to the upstream markets in
Iran is attractive to Chinese companies. This is true despite Iran’s concerns about the comparatively
lower levels of technological productivity—and hence lower rates of recovery—that Chinese oil
companies can offer. After all, Iran’s oil and gas potential is comparatively high in the Persian Gulf
region. One rationale for Chinese energy companies to bid for overseas projects is to test and improve
their own technological and managerial sophistication. With prospects of domestic oil production
deemed stabilizing at best, enhanced industrial capacity acquired through overseas operations can
in return be conducive to the domestic realm.
It also appears that Iran did a masterful job of playing Chinese and Japanese interests in entering
its upstream markets after the discovery of the Azadegan field in 1999. The process of Tehran’s
interactions with Tokyo and Beijing are recorded elsewhere.15 It suffices to say that Japan was more
responsive to U.S. demands for curtailing energy companies’ upstream involvement in Iran, while
China stood out as the party that had to demonstrate competing signs of reliability in the eyes of
both Washington and Tehran.
While U.S. observers have their reasons to suspect that the Chinese response to U.S. demands
over action in Iranian upstream markets indicated a purposeful affront to the West, analysts in the
Chinese energy industry view as an example how import-dependent Japan has pursued independent
oil field development overseas.16 Given the history of extensive Japanese investments in coal and
oil production in China since the early 1970s, Chinese energy industry voices have a case of their
own to make when faced with arguments about greater levels of sensitivity to international political
dynamics such as U.S. demands for China to step in line regarding Iran. After all, a recurrent theme
in this industry is that Chinese energy companies are in reality competing for overseas oil and
gas fields left over by established Western energy firms. In that light, Iran represents a necessary
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difficulty that China has to deal with, in spite of the multitude of legal and policy risks that Iran as
an upstream market poses, together with the added international political risks.17
How crucial is Iran in China’s pursuit of external oil and gas supply security? In a structural sense,
Iran is a component of the Middle Eastern source of supply. The Middle East is and will continue
to be the single most important region for China to source its oil supply. In that context, stability in
the outflow of Iranian fossil fuels to the world market is of course in China’s interest.
Meanwhile, to stabilize inflow of Middle Eastern fossil fuels into China, a useful direction of
action is to expedite the conclusion of negotiations toward a free trade agreement (FTA) with states
belonging to the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC). Those negotiations were initiated in 2005, and
the slow progress points to a de facto sense of ease on the part of China in assessing its level of supply
vulnerability. An FTA with the GCC can open the door for oil exporters in the gulf to pursue vertical
integration with Chinese energy consumption markets. With such arrangements in place, a steadier
flow of gulf energy resources into China can be assured, which in turn can help soften the impact
of disruptions to Iranian exports.
From the perspective of ameliorating the international diplomatic and political challenges
associated with accessing Iranian oil and gas, for China—in an aggregate sense—the option of
placing Iranian demands above those of the United States is of course unwise and unsustainable.
The onerous challenge for China is that, unlike the United States, Iran is important to the pursuit
of domestic stability in a more tangible manner. The web of religious and other human ties between
the ethnic groups in China’s Xinjiang region and certain societal groups in Iran, with or without
Iranian government involvement, is a constant source of concern for China.18 In order to lessen the
strength of external linkages to those restive elements in Xinjiang, China has to cultivate cooperation
from the governing apparatus in Iran. In handling these challenges, China cannot expect much
sympathy from the United States.
In short, Iran is important to the security of China’s energy supply for multiple reasons. China
can ill afford to contemplate the option of fulfilling U.S. wishes not to trade with or invest in Iran.
Thus far, it is perhaps fair to conclude that China has taken a utilitarian approach in navigating the
international political and diplomatic challenges associated with accessing the Iranian energy supply.

Alternative Means of Energy Diplomacy between China and
the United States
“The United States and China recognize each other’s energy security and economic interests.”19
This statement is found in a joint fact sheet on the most recent round of high-level talks between
China and the United States, released at the end of the visit by Chinese vice president Xi Jinping
to Washington in February 2012. It is a rare (if not the very first) occasion for energy security (a
notion much broader than energy development and energy cooperation) to feature so prominently
in a governmental communiqué of similar caliber.
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Statements like the one cited above provide useful background for intellectual efforts to explore
possible venues of narrowing differences, conceptual and real, between the two largest economic
and diplomatic players in the world. A useful starting point is to critically question the widely held
presumptions about the intrinsically diametric nature of Chinese and U.S. efforts to secure energy
supply from outside their respective borders. This is not an easy task, as in both societies there exist
interests that promote the notion of one side bent on working to deny the other the rightful use of
energy from a third country for economic growth.
But efforts must be made to separate imagination from fact. China and the United States have a
rich history of collaboration and cooperation in energy development, going back 40 years. Programs
of domestic energy development are an integral component of energy security. The half-empty
portion of the bottle is that energy companies of the two countries have yet to enter into more
extensive partnerships in the upstream, especially in third countries. A desirable direction of action,
then, is to foster the political and diplomatic environments for that partnership to take firmer root
and expand.20
What about Iran, then? Would China choose not to make use of the window of opportunity
for ameliorating the current level of “strategic distrust” with the United States by being publicly
responsive to U.S. demands for China to curtail its economic ties with Iran? Iran, of course, has to
rely on revenues from energy exports to be able to continue with its nuclear program. China’s official
position is that “Iran must not produce or possess nuclear weapons, but sanctions and confrontation
are not conductive to resolving the issue.”21
Meanwhile, a standard Chinese interpretation of international diplomacy regarding the Iranian
nuclear issue is that China has few choices other than continuing to “stand aloof.” This is based on
the recognition that the bulk of international diplomatic impact on change in Iranian behavior and
posture comes from the United States, the European Union, and Russia.22 In bilateral trade, Iran
possesses a commodity (oil and gas) that China can ill afford to live without. What China can offer
the Iranian market—consumer products—is competitive only in terms of comparatively low prices.
Chinese interest in accessing the Iranian civilian-infrastructure construction market is conditional
upon Tehran’s political goodwill. There exists, in actuality, an asymmetry of power in Tehran’s favor
when it comes to economic ties. Indeed, beyond the veto power China holds in the UNSC, there are
few issue areas where Beijing is indispensable to Tehran.
Many U.S. observers would of course find such statements hardly convincing. This is a symptom
of the strategic distrust prevalent in analyses of Sino-U.S. relations. Since there is virtually no
official or reliable public information about how Chinese energy-importing companies—all stateowned—handle the everyday operation of moving oil from the shores of Iran to those in China,
interpretation of the considerations behind the fluctuations in Chinese intake is guesswork at best.
For instance, since December 2011, Chinese statistics have indicated a drop in oil imports from
Iran. This took place against the backdrop of a 30% rise for the first ten months of the year.23 Some
analysts speculate that the change is a tacit response to the Obama administration’s new law that
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demands a “significant reduction” in oil and financial transactions with Iranian entities. But others
point to Sino-Iranian difficulties in contract negotiations between their respective oil companies.24
In late June 2012, the Obama administration announced its decision to waive financial penalties
against China for another six months, upon recognizing that China’s oil purchases from Iran
had declined by 25% in the January–May 2012 period compared with the same period in 2011.25
Apparently, China took Washington’s threat of penalty seriously. Whether further reduction in
Chinese purchases from Iran will be as steep remains to be seen. In the short term, so long as
crude and refined oil is available in the world markets, China can afford to play along with both
Washington’s demand for compliance and Tehran’s demand for solidarity. In the long term, China
will have to significantly upgrade its refining capacity to handle crude imports from other sources.
Because of the high percentage of Iranian crude in Chinese imports (11% in 2011), the process can
take a fairly long time.26
Meanwhile, the latest round of Washington-Beijing diplomacy over Iranian oil exports may
not augur well for dealing with the ongoing “trust deficit” view. For example, India is in open
defiance of U.S. demands to curtail oil imports from Iran but still received a waiver from the Obama
administration. This raises questions about the true intent of Washington. It is in China’s interest
to see India having its energy needs met, as trade and investment ties between the two countries
continue to expand. But when Washington appears to be cherry-picking targets in enforcing its own
laws, there arise questions about the predictability of its future behavior, no matter what China does.
Do developments like the above imply that a threshold is close at hand in U.S. efforts to win over
a greater level of Chinese response in pressuring Iran? The answer to this question has to come from
the progression of negotiations with Iran under the UN framework. Meanwhile, the bright side in
addressing the Iran factor in Sino-U.S. relations is that both China and the United States are in the
P5+1 (the five permanent UNSC members plus Germany) framework, in addition to the IAEA and
other UN venues, for engaging Iran over its nuclear development programs. Nuclear nonproliferation
diplomacy is by nature a prolonged and complicated process. For China, the stake in being viewed as
a cooperative party in the P5+1 framework is high. A more likely scenario is for China to carefully
observe momentum in those talks and then act on its economic ties with Iran.
For interested U.S. parties, it is important to bear in mind that because China is not a strategic
ally of the United States, patient diplomacy is a given when it comes to issues like Iran. Furthermore,
against the background of more than one year of U.S. “strategic pivoting” to East Asia (in both
rhetoric and behavior), it is virtually impossible to expect Chinese public opinion to favor diplomats
officially embracing U.S. calls for adherence to the further tightening of sanctions against Iran.
Chinese diplomats can ill afford to risk provoking domestic accusations of caving in to the United
States over Iran as well as surrendering to the United States and its allies in East Asia, however much
exaggeration there is in such sentiments.
Last but not least, deeper levels of independence in energy supply between China and the United
States ideally should be a cause to pursue. With the Americas moving toward a greater degree of
hemispheric energy security, led in no small part by greater levels of self-supply in the United States,
there have emerged growing levels of concern in China about further uncertainties in worldwide
energy dynamics. At present, promotion of energy trade between China and the United States
24
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is not among the prominent topics in energy security dialogues between the two countries. Yet
U.S. demands for China to be responsible when it comes to Iran (or another country) can have
a more sympathetic bearing within the competing views in China if and when energy features
more prominently in commodities trade between the two economies. When more Chinese begin
to realize that energy produced in the U.S. markets is not off-limits to Chinese acquisition, there
stands a chance for less alarmist views and fewer panic-triggered reactions in Chinese interactions
with the rest of the world in the realm of energy. Admittedly, for that prospect to come true would
require Chinese policies to be more conducive to industry-level vertical integration between the
energy economies of China and the United States. But the United States can help generate a more
cooperative societal environment in China by being proactive in making bilateral energy trade a
viable option for discussion.
In a nutshell, the Iran factor should be viewed as but one symptom in the web of energy-related
issues between China and the United States. There are differences between the two parties. But the
bottom line is that neither Beijing nor Washington can afford to conceive of its respective energy
policies through imagining that they exist in separate or competing universes of diplomacy.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This essay examines the driving forces behind the overseas investment activities of Asian
national oil companies (NOC) and assesses the extent to which they enhance the energy
security of their home countries.

MAIN ARGUMENT
The rapid expansion of overseas investment by Asian NOCs has been driven by a number
of policy objectives both in these companies’ home countries and in their host countries.
For Asian governments, security of energy supply is a high priority, but other priorities
include industrial and diplomatic policies. The NOCs have their own priority, which is
to internationalize their operations. Overseas investment by NOCs makes little direct
contribution to the energy security of their home nations because oil markets and, to a lesser
extent, gas markets are now much more integrated. However, the greater engagement of Asian
NOCs and their governments in the hydrocarbon-rich regions of the world may still indirectly
enhance the security of supply. Nonetheless, even though overseas investment yields a few
benefits, it can have significant costs.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
• Even if overseas investment by Asian NOCs does not significantly enhance security of
energy supply, the governments of these Asian countries will likely continue to support
their NOCs as long as the other objectives are also met, oil prices remain relatively high,
and host governments are willing to give them preferential treatment.
• Overseas investment by Asian NOCs does not undermine global security of oil and gas
supplies. To the contrary, a greater number of investors and a larger flow of investment
capital into the development of oil and gas fields tend to enhance security of supply.
• The more proficient Asian NOCs will provide competition to international and
independent oil companies from North America and Europe, and this competition may
not always be fair given the level of financial and diplomatic support that Asian NOCs
receive from their governments and banks.
• As the political profile of Asian governments in petroleum-rich regions rises, they will
increasingly seek to be involved in any diplomatic initiatives launched by North America
and Europe.

A

lthough the national oil companies (NOC) of oil-exporting states dominate global oil
reserves and production, the governments of many oil-importing states regard their
NOCs as making an important contribution to the national security of energy supply.
The earliest example is probably the United Kingdom’s nationalization of the AngloPersian Oil Company to secure oil supplies during World War I. Italy’s Agip and Spain’s Campsa
were created after this war, while World War II saw Japan nationalize the Teikoku Oil Corporation.
Taiwan’s China Petroleum Corporation (CPC) came into existence in 1946. During the 1950s and
1960s, the Oil and Natural Gas Corporation (ONGC) was established in India, OMV in Austria,
Elf Aquitaine in France, and the Japan Petroleum Exploration Company (JAPEX) in Japan. The
oil crises of the 1970s spurred the creation of the Japan National Oil Company (JNOC) and the
Korea National Oil Corporation (KNOC) in South Korea. For many of these NOCs, investment
in overseas oil resources was an important function. The late 1980s and 1990s saw low oil prices;
a tendency for the privatization of state-owned companies, especially among members of the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD); and a reduction of overseas
activity by the remaining NOCs from oil-importing states such as Japan.
As oil prices have risen over the last ten years, the level of international investment by Asian
NOCs has soared. Chinese companies lead the way, but NOCs from Japan, South Korea, India,
and Malaysia are also active. With the exception of Malaysia’s Petronas, all are from net oil- or gasimporting states. These NOCs’ home governments have provided them with considerable support,
especially financial and diplomatic. The essence of the logic appears to be that if a country’s NOC
has the rights to an oil or gas field overseas, then that is equivalent to having a field back at home. It
becomes the oil or gas of the home nation and thus a secure part of the nation’s energy supply chain.
Increasingly, however, factions within these governments and the general public are questioning
the wisdom of such overseas investments on the grounds that (1) they are a waste of limited state
funds that would be better spent on more important matters, (2) the NOCs overpay for such assets,
(3) the NOCs waste money through inefficiency, and (4) these investments do not actually enhance
security of energy supply at home.
This essay aims to critically examine the claim that overseas investment by NOCs enhances
the security of the home nation’s energy supply. The following analysis takes a straightforward
and traditional view of energy security, defining the concept as the uninterrupted and adequate
supply of energy at an acceptable price. This approach sets aside the more modern and nuanced
interpretation, which includes external costs relating to the environment, human rights, and energy
access.1 The justification for taking a traditional approach is that it appears to be the perspective of
the governments of the oil-importing Asian states under discussion.
The essay starts with a brief account of overseas investment by Asian NOCs since the 1970s. This
section is followed by an examination of the driving forces behind these investments and an analysis
of the extent to which these investments contribute to the security of supply of the NOC’s home state.

1
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Insecurity,” China Security, no. 3 (2006): 65–89.
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Overseas Investments by Asian NOCs since the 1970s
Among the Asian countries covered in this study, Japan was the most aggressive in its search for
overseas oil supplies in the 1970s. This quest started in 1965 but grew rapidly after the creation of
JNOC in 1978. JNOC built up a portfolio of 119 projects before the company was taken apart by the
government in 2002 as a consequence of its poor performance.2 At the same time, India’s ONGC
was active in Iran, Iraq, and Tanzania.3
The 1990s saw the gradual internationalization of NOCs from India, Malaysia, and later China.
ONGC Videsh Limited (OVL) was created in 1989 from Hydrocarbons India Ltd. with the explicit
objective of investing overseas. Its activities have grown significantly since 2001, and it remains
100% owned by ONGC (see Table 1).4 The internationalization of Malaysia’s Petronas started in the
1990s.5 Overseas activities accounted for about 40% of the company’s income in 2008, and by 2013
more than 60% of its oil and gas reserves are expected to be overseas.6
China’s NOCs started investing overseas in 1993, initially through the China National Petroleum
Corporation (CNPC) and later also through the China Petrochemical Corporation (Sinopec) and
the China National Offshore Oil Corporation (CNOOC). The rate of investment by the Chinese
NOCs has accelerated greatly since 2002, and the global financial crisis of 2008 gave them a
further opportunity for expansion, especially in North and South America. Together these three
companies have upstream investments in more than 50 countries with an aggregate value of well
over $100 billion.7
A resurgence of fears over security of supply in Japan triggered the creation of the Japan Oil,
Gas and Metals National Corporation (JOGMEC) from the remains of JNOC;8 the founding of a
new international company, INPEX, of which 18.9% is owned by the Ministry of Economy, Trade
and Industry, with the minister holding one special class of shares; and the continuation of JAPEX,
of which 34% is owned by the government.9 By 2010, INPEX alone had 71 projects in 26 countries
(see Table 1).
South Korea launched its overseas investment program in 2001 through KNOC and the Korea
Gas Corporation (KOGAS). The former is 100% owned by the state and the latter just 60%.10 As of
December 2010, KNOC had 189 blocks in 11 countries, of which 43 were in production and 11 were
under development, the balance being exploration projects (see Table 1).
In almost all these cases, the governments gave their NOCs ambitious targets for oil imports
from overseas assets and supported the companies with government funds, bank loans, and
resource diplomacy.
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ta b l e 1

Summary of overseas upstream investments by select Asian NOCs as of 2010
Company

Government
share (%)

Countries

Blocks/
projects

Reserves
(bn bbl)

Production
(kboe/d)

China

CNPC

100.0

29

81

–

900

Malaysia

Petronas

100.0

23

75

6.6*

518

Japan

INPEX

18.9

26

71

1.1

398

India

OVL

100.0

14

33

2.9

190

South Korea

KNOC

100.0

11

189

1.1

180

n o t e : bn bbl = billion barrels. kboe/d = one thousand barrels of oil equivalent per day. Asterisk indicates

2009 data.

s o u r c e : “CNPC’s Growth during the ‘11th Five-Year Plan’ Period (2006–2010),” CNPC, 2011, http://www.

cnpc.com.cn/en/press/Features/11th_Five%ef%bc%8dYear_Plan.htm; “Financial Results Announcement [for]
Financial Year Ended 31st March 2011,” Petronas, 2011, http://www.petronas.com.my/investor-relations/Pages/
financial-operational-review.aspx; “Financial and Operational Review for the Year Ending 31st March 2010,”
Petronas, 2010; “Annual Report 2010–2011,” INPEX, http://www.inpex.co.jp/english/business/index.html;
“Annual Report 2011,” OVL; and “Annual Report 2010,” KNOC, http://www.knoc.co.kr/upload/neoboard/
ANNUAL/e-book/2010/eng/(AR)KNOC_2010_ENG.html.

The Drivers of Overseas Investments by NOCs
While it might appear that the overseas investments of NOCs are driven by their governments’
quests for security of supply, the picture is far more complex. First, a number of actors have an
interest in promoting such investments. Second, each actor may have a number of objectives. In
simple terms, four types of actors may be identified:11
1. The home government of the Asian NOC
2. The Asian NOC itself
3. The government of the host country
4. The NOC of the host country
This section will analyze the various objectives driving each actor.

Objectives of Home Governments
The objectives of the NOCs’ home governments are usually multiple. In the case of China, these
objectives have been well documented.12 The original stimulus for the Chinese government’s support
11

See Andrews-Speed and Dannreuther, China, Oil and Global Politics.
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of Chinese Oil Investment Abroad,” Asia Policy, no. 5 (2008): 141–66; Shaofeng Chen, “Motivations behind China’s Foreign Oil Quest: A
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of the internationalization of its NOCs was the country’s rapid swing in the early 1990s from being a
significant net exporter of oil to becoming a growing net importer. China’s ignorance of the nature
of international oil markets and its feeling that they were dominated by Western, especially U.S.,
interests resulted in a reluctance to be dependent on these markets and a preference to seek a high
degree of control over the full supply chain. The NOCs thus became a key instrument in China’s
energy policy, in part through overseas investment. Such investment was seen as reducing the risk
of a physical disruption to supplies and ensuring that an adequate quantity of oil flowed to China
at all times. The possession of overseas oil fields with known costs was perceived as reducing price
risk. Further, Beijing believed that having large, competitive oil companies with overseas assets
would enhance China’s status and influence in international oil and gas markets. The government
has notably supported investments in oil and gas fields in neighboring countries such as Kazakhstan,
Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, and Myanmar; for resources from these fields can be transported to
China by pipeline, thus avoiding the sea lanes connecting South and East Asia.
The Chinese government had other objectives that converged with this search for energy security.
These included the industrial policy of promoting pillar industries to become major international
players, the need to keep hundreds of thousands of oil industry workers employed, and the potential
for additional tax and other types of revenue. Finally, when combined with other forms of aid,
investment, and trade, investment in overseas hydrocarbon assets could substantially enhance
China’s diplomatic profile in many parts of the world, not least in the Middle East, Central Asia,
and Africa.
Energy security has also been a key objective for the governments of Japan, South Korea, and
India. Just four years after JNOC was disbanded in 2002, the Japanese government launched the
“New National Energy Strategy” and set for the newly created INPEX the objective of securing 40% of
the nation’s imports through equity assets overseas.13 The new policy emphasized the need to address
the country’s rising dependence on the Middle East, the growing constraints on FDI in oil-producing
states, and greater competition from other Asian oil importers such as China and India.14 As was
the case in China, support in Japan for overseas investment was part of a wider strategic program of
action, which included diversification of sources of supply, diplomacy, technological assistance, and
aid. Unlike in China, however, a vigorous and open debate took place in Japan between those who
preferred to rely on and support international markets and those who distrusted them and preferred
a more autonomous approach.15 In the case of South Korea, KNOC was given the objective in 2001
of raising self-sufficiency through the import of equity oil. This proportion of equity oil grew from
4.2% in 2007 to 9.0% in 2009, and succeeding targets were set at 18% for 2012 and 30% for 2019.16
Controversy over this policy exists in South Korea, as it does in Japan.17 The Indian government, for
its part, required OVL to secure “cheap and reliable” supplies, with a target of 25% of oil imports
to be from equity oil.18
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Like China, other Asian governments have encouraged investment by their NOCs in nearby or
adjacent countries and have promoted the construction of pipelines to import resources from these
countries where possible. Central Asia has been a favored destination for investment, with Japanese,
South Korean, Indian, and Chinese NOCs all being active in this area. This region has brought
Chinese and Indian NOCs into direct competition over the same assets. Similar competition has
occurred between these two sets of NOCs in Myanmar and Iran, as well as farther afield in Angola.
Likewise, China and Japan have competed over the routing of oil export pipelines from eastern
Russia.
In addition, governmental strategies in Japan and South Korea are motivated by industrial
objectives, namely the desire to build internationally competitive oil companies. Malaysia’s
government has long relied on Petronas for revenue generation. Petronas has consistently been a
major source of foreign exchange, with the company providing more than 20% of the government’s
total tax revenue, and a growing share of these financial benefits accrue from overseas investments.
Both the Malaysian and Indian governments use their NOCs to support diplomatic objectives. For
the Malaysian government, Petronas is an important instrument for projecting the influence of this
relatively small nation on the world stage as well as for supporting other Muslim states. Being a larger
and more powerful state, the Indian government places less reliance on OVL as a tool of diplomacy,
but still uses the company to promote its diplomatic and wider economic interests abroad.19
This analysis shows that different Asian governments pursue a broadly similar set of objectives
for their NOCs investing overseas. However, the relative emphasis given to these different goals
varies from country to country depending on the domestic situation and wider policy objectives.

Objectives of Asian NOCs
The NOCs themselves play a key role in promoting the strategy to invest overseas.20 In fact, in
the cases of China, India, and Malaysia, the NOCs arguably are the main drivers of this policy. The
principal motivations are corporate survival, given the limited long-term hydrocarbon resources at
home, and the opportunity to use government support to become major international companies.
Overseas investment also offers companies the chance to increase their profitability, provided the
projects are wisely chosen and well managed. Overseas, Asian NOCs can avoid the price controls
that prevail in their domestic energy markets, reduce their noncommercial responsibilities, and in
general operate with less direct oversight from their home governments.
For example, typically the cost of equity oil should be lower than that of oil purchased on
international markets,21 assuming the price paid is not too high, major investments are wisely selected
and well managed, and oil prices do not crash. In the case of China, however, the production costs
in domestic oil and gas fields tend to be significantly higher than in the better fields overseas. As a
result, there is an incentive for Beijing to expand production outside China.
Three other motivations can be identified, especially in the case of the Chinese NOCs. First, the
companies want to acquire skills and technology, not least for their domestic operations. Examples
19
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include constructing and managing the supply chain for liquefied natural gas (LNG), deepwater
exploration and production, and the extraction of unconventional hydrocarbon resources. Second,
companies are diversifying their sources of supply of crude oil for domestic refineries. Third,
NOCs can compensate their unbalanced structure by vertically integrating upstream (Sinopec and
CNOOC) and downstream (CNPC and PetroChina).
While all the CEOs of Asian NOCs are likely to be responsive to the policies and directives of
their governments, the balance of power between the two parties and the degree of autonomy of the
NOC varies among countries. Among Asian NOCs, China’s appear to be the strongest and most
autonomous, operating with the weakest institutional oversight. Their size, political standing within
China, long experience of domestic oil and gas production, and healthy cash flows give them a high
degree of freedom to act according to their corporate interests, except when projects are either very
large or in strategically important regions such as the Middle East or the former Soviet Union. In
Japan and South Korea, the situation is reversed, with weak NOCs operating under relatively tight
government control. The weakness of these NOCs results in part from their lack of domestic oil
and gas production and the revenues and expertise that such production brings. India’s OVL lies
somewhere in between, though the government keeps tight control over investment decisions for
overseas projects.22 Even in China, however, NOCs still are subject to direct interference by the
government and must respond positively to specific requests from the most senior political leaders.23

Objectives of Host Governments
The host governments play a key role in the internationalization of Asian NOCs; for it is the
host governments, or their own NOCs, who agree to deals and award contracts. Although many
governments treat Asian NOCs in the same way as other companies, a number of them have specific
objectives when seeking investment into their oil and gas sectors from Asian NOCs. These objectives
range from the economic to the political.24
First, countries such as Iran, Sudan, Myanmar, and Syria urgently require foreign investment in
their energy sectors to provide technology, skills, and finance. Because the United States and other
Western governments forbid or discourage companies from investing in these states, they have no
choice but to seek investment from countries that do not pursue the same political agenda, such as
China, India, Russia, and Malaysia. Thus, Chinese NOCs are investing in gas production in Myanmar
and constructing oil and gas pipelines across the country to southwest China. Although recent
political developments and ethnic conflicts in Myanmar appear to have undermined China’s plans
for the construction of hydroelectric dams in this country, its oil and gas programs do not appear to
be threatened. The next few years, however, are likely to see a greater diversity of international players
active in Myanmar’s petroleum sector. Similarly, Indian, Malaysian, and Chinese NOCs have long
been active in Sudan, and China has built a presence in the energy sectors of both Iran and Syria.
In addition, many countries in Africa are in great need of investment in their petroleum sectors
and general infrastructure to accelerate economic development. Countries such as Angola, Sudan,
and Nigeria have been keen to accept assistance from China in association with oil investments
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because this aid comes with none of the conditions associated with Western aid programs and has
been delivered in a very timely manner.
Third, there are governments that are successful at attracting investment but look to Asian
NOCs because they wish to reduce their dependence on certain outside parties. The governments
of countries such as Libya, Equatorial Guinea, and Kazakhstan have stated at different times that
they wish to diversify investment away from Western oil companies. Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan,
in particular, both want to break their historical dependence on Russia.
On the other hand, governments of petroleum-rich countries in the Middle East, such as Saudi
Arabia, Iraq, and Oman, have a quite different set of objectives that relate to their search for security
of demand and to the ambitions of their own NOCs. These governments know that Asia, rather than
the West, will become their biggest customer in the future and therefore that they must build better
economic and political relations with governments in Asian countries. Approximately 75% of the
crude oil exported from the Middle East now flows eastward to Asia, of which 60% is destined for
just three countries—Japan, China, and India.25 Thus, Middle Eastern governments are keen to sign
long-term supply agreements and willing to allow Chinese companies to invest in their domestic
petroleum sectors.
Finally, there are governments with purely political motives, either domestic or international,
for partnering with Asian NOCs. The governments of Russia and Kazakhstan, for example, both
appear to have used Chinese oil companies in order to regain control of assets held in foreign, private
hands. The loan of $5 billion made by CNPC to Rosneft in 2005 allowed for the renationalization
of assets owned by Yukos. In the same year, CNPC’s purchase of PetroKazakhstan from its
Canadian owners was made conditional on the sale of 33% of the company to Kazakhstan’s NOC,
KazMunaiGaz. Likewise, in 2009 a loan from China allowed KazMunaiGaz and CNPC to jointly
purchase MangistauMunaiGaz from its Indonesian owners.
From the perspective of foreign relations, certain governments, such as Venezuela, appear to
take pleasure in inviting investment from Chinese NOCs in order to “thumb their nose” at the West
and particularly at the United States. Other governments are keen to build economic and political
relations with China for the political benefits that doing so may bring them in the international
arena—for example, in the UN Security Council. Iran and Sudan both fall firmly in this category. In
both cases, China used its veto power to block, delay, or dilute UN resolutions and moves to impose
sanctions, although it eventually fell in line with the majority.26

Objectives of Host NOCs
While the objectives of the NOCs belonging to the host country are usually broadly consistent
with those of their government, host NOCs are likely to have a number of specific business goals.
First, an Asian NOC, especially a Chinese one, may bring with it service and construction companies
that offer a relatively cheap price and an intensive work ethic that usually results in timely completion
of even the toughest projects. This has certainly been the case in Africa and the Middle East—for
example, in Angola, Sudan, and Iraq. In addition, although the Chinese companies are not the most
technologically advanced in the world, they are still ahead of other NOCs and can provide valuable
capacity and skills in onshore fields where their long-term expertise lies.
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Second, the host NOC may lack the cash to implement its investment program and thus be keen
to have a cash-rich joint-venture partner or to receive cash loans. Examples involving China include
two of Russia’s state oil companies, Rosneft and Transneft, as well as Brazil’s Petrobras. For example,
in February 2009 the Chinese government agreed to lend $25 billion to Rosneft and Transneft in
return for a guaranteed supply of 15 million tons of oil per year for twenty years. That same week,
the China Development Bank agreed to lend Petrobras $10 billion in return for up to 8 million tons
of oil per year.27
Finally, the large NOCs of Middle Eastern countries that lack a large domestic market are keen
to integrate vertically downstream into refining petrochemicals and retailing in a market such
as China. Saudi Aramco’s first cooperative refinery project with Sinopec, in Fujian Province, was
commissioned in 2009. Another Saudi company, the Saudi Basic Industries Corporation (SABIC),
plans to build a cracking plant in Tianjin, while the Kuwait Petroleum Corporation and the Qatar
Petroleum Company also plan to build refinery and petrochemical plants in China. This strategy
mirrors, to a certain extent, that of the Chinese NOCs and may help them develop into major,
internationalized companies.

The Impact of Overseas Investments by NOCs
on the Security of Supply
The manner in which Asian governments seek to use their NOCs to enhance national energy
security resembles the approach taken by certain OECD governments at different times during the
twentieth century—most recently in Japan’s efforts to secure overseas equity oil between the 1970s
and the 1990s. But the economic context today is rather different from that of the 1970s. Oil and
to a lesser extent gas markets have changed greatly. In the case of oil, the number of countries and
companies that supply oil to international markets has grown dramatically, as has the number of
buyers. Oil is essentially a fungible commodity.
Further, most NOCs in oil-importing OECD countries have been privatized. After privatization,
they have become either successful major international oil companies, like BP and Eni, or have been
purchased by such oil companies, as was the case with Elf Aquitaine and Agip. South Korea and
Japan are notable exceptions to this trend of privatization. But even where Asian NOCs have not
been fully privatized, they have been commercialized and in some cases partially privatized in order
to improve their commercial performance. This trend has led to a growing divergence of interests
between the NOC and its home government. Such changes to both the market and the industry
have dramatically reduced the degree of vertical integration within oil companies. As a result, the
vertical integration model of operation that dominated the international oil industry in the first
half of the twentieth century is now less prevalent. Most oil companies operating internationally do
not supply their refineries exclusively with oil produced by their upstream operations. Even NOCs
operating overseas commonly sell their crude oil in international markets and likewise buy crude
oil for their refineries from these markets because it makes commercial sense.
Natural gas markets, by contrast, are more fragmented than oil markets, and therefore vertical
integration along the supply chain, whether along a pipeline or an LNG chain, can yield certain
advantages to the company. The high capital costs of gas supply chains, taken together with the risks
27
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and time delays involved with the development of domestic gas markets in many countries, require
complex financial arrangements to be put in place. These challenges can be eased if the wholesale
purchaser of the gas becomes involved along the full length of the supply chain. While the recent
emergence of a spot market for LNG—that is to say, a market where gas is traded for immediate
delivery—may reduce the need for such vertical integration in seaborne trade, the benefits remain
for pipeline gas.
In this context, the governments of most advanced market economies do not try and are not
able to enhance national energy security through the use of NOCs. Rather, the key energy security
instruments today include the following: emergency oil stocks, diversified sources of imports,
diversified import routes and infrastructure, foreign exchange to meet higher prices, energy
efficiency, a diversified fuel mix, diplomacy to keep markets working, and naval capacity to keep
sea lanes open.
Yet a number of Asian governments continue the practice of promoting overseas investment
by their NOCs in the belief that it will provide protection against supply disruptions. Given that
most of the oil and gas produced overseas by many NOCs, such as those of China and India, does
not directly flow back to the home country, these policies do not appear at first sight to contribute
to energy security.28 Arguably, in times of crisis the home government could order its NOCs to
send the oil back home. However, this strategy not only would be difficult to implement unless the
country had its own tanker fleet, which China is now building, but would still not address serious
disruptions in key sea lanes, such as the East and South China seas.29 The possible exceptions to this
dynamic are those overseas projects that do not rely on sea lanes because they are directly linked to
the home country by pipeline. The best examples are CNPC’s oil fields in Kazakhstan and gas fields
in Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan, which supply China through pipelines thousands of kilometers
long. But pipelines and pump stations are even more vulnerable to attack than sea lanes.30 Thus, not
only are most overseas investments unlikely to provide direct protection in the event of a supply
disruption, but it is not clear that they can protect domestic consumers from price shock unless the
government or the NOC bears the financial loss.31
Despite the apparent absence of direct benefits to energy security from overseas investment, it
can be argued in the case of China that indirect benefits may arise from the higher diplomatic and
economic profile that China now has in key oil- and gas-producing regions of the world from a
combination of hydrocarbon investments, infrastructure construction, oil and gas imports, loans
for oil, and growing naval power.32 These factors should give China a place at the top table of
international players seeking to resolve an international crisis in oil or gas supplies. Other Asian
governments have not been so successful at building their influence in the world’s major oil- and
gas-producing regions, in part because of a relative lack of strategic ambition and financial resources.
That being said, having investments in a number of oil- and gas-producing countries provides Asian
governments with the opportunity to seek help in times of crisis. Such bilateral relationships would
be further enhanced if the oil-exporting country had investments in refining capacity in the Asian
importing state. At the same time, the existence of an NOC with international experience provides
28
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the Asian government with the expertise required to find solutions to disruptions in international
markets—for example, through swap arrangements.33
Set against these slightly nebulous benefits, Asian governments face a number of costs and risks
from the policy to promote overseas investment by their NOCs. These challenges arise principally
from poor commercial or operational performance by the NOCs. Financial losses (or low profitability)
can arise from overbidding, low success in exploration, or poor management of production. The scale
of funds available to Chinese NOCs exposes them to accusations of overbidding. During the 1980s
and 1990s, for instance, Japan’s overseas ventures accumulated substantial debt. Today ONGC and
KNOC are likewise being criticized for wasting money, and even the overseas exploration ventures
by Petronas have been disappointing.34 Causes of these wasteful practices include the soft budgetary
constraints under which most Asian NOCs operate, ambiguous incentives and noncommercial
obligations, inadequate governance systems, and the ability of home governments to impose strategic
decisions. One example of the last cause is CNPC’s gas pipeline from Turkmenistan, which suffered a
financial loss of roughly $2 billion in 2011 on account of the low level of city-gate gas prices in China.
As a consequence of inexperience and the economic and political environments in which they
operate, Asian NOCs tend to underestimate or even discount political risk. This is vividly illustrated
by the engagement of China’s NOCs in such countries as Iran, Syria, Libya, Venezuela, Myanmar,
and Sudan. The political situation in these countries may have provided Chinese NOCs with
certain competitive advantages, but these carry substantial risks and can exact both financial and
reputational costs, both for the NOCs and the Chinese government.
Finally, the funds made available to Asian NOCs, along with supporting loans in the case of
China, have an opportunity cost. In the case of India, it has been argued that ONGC (the owner of
OVL) should be spending money on exploring and exploiting domestic resources.35 Likewise, the
huge quantity of funds invested overseas by China’s NOCs, along with the supporting loans for oil,
could have been spent instead on social or environmental programs at home. In all cases, the money
directed at overseas investment in oil and gas production might have been better directed at domestic
efforts to enhance energy efficiency and saving and the use of renewable energy.
In addition to the question of whether such overseas investments add to the energy security of
the NOCs’ home countries, which arguably is not of concern to North American and European
nations, it is worth considering briefly the impact on international energy security. At the margin,
these investments increase the amount of oil and gas available to international markets, because
the Asian NOCs sometimes operate where international oil companies either cannot or prefer not
to operate. They also often implement projects more quickly than international oil companies—for
example, in the construction of pipelines by Chinese NOCs. In addition, the introduction of new
players in international markets should enhance the competitiveness of these markets. Thus, it might
be argued that overseas investments by NOCs are contributing to global energy security and thus
to the energy security of the NOCs’ home countries.
Set against this potential positive outcome, however, is the tendency for Asian NOCs and
their governments to carry out their transactions with a relatively low level of transparency. This
tendency arises in part from the perception by some Asian governments that energy security is a
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zero-sum game to be approached through bilateral deals rather than through the promotion of
well-functioning markets.

Conclusion
Overseas investments by Asian NOCs make only a marginal contribution to the security of
energy supply in their home countries. At the same time, such investment helps achieve other
goals, including industrial and diplomatic priorities, but at a cost. The balance of benefit to cost is
likely to be more favorable for NOCs from China, Malaysia, and India than for those from Japan
and South Korea on account of the better experience and expertise of the former group of NOCs.
Regardless of this logic, the governments of these Asian countries will likely continue supporting
overseas investment by their NOCs for as long as their other objectives are met, oil prices remain
relatively high, and host governments are willing to give them preferential treatment. This support
will rapidly diminish, however, if NOC financial losses or debts mount, the investments are plagued
by unacceptable levels of corruption, or the NOC becomes involved in an incident overseas that
greatly damages its credibility or the reputation of its government. Likewise, if oil prices crash,
tolerance for NOC profligacy abroad will decline, resulting in the abandonment of overseas programs
or the privatization of the NOCs, as was seen in the 1990s. Conversely, those NOCs that succeed
in improving their strategic and operational management to the degree that they become truly
competitive international players will likely remain active across the world.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This essay provides an outlook for liquefied natural gas (LNG) markets in Asia and argues
that the Great East Japan Earthquake and subsequent tsunami on March 11, 2011, had a
widespread effect not only on Japan’s energy situation but on long-term energy policy globally.

MAIN ARGUMENT
As a result of the disruption in nuclear-power generation, Japan’s demand for LNG, as well
as for low-sulfur fuel oil and crude oil, for power generation increased significantly in 2011.
LNG imports increased by 12% to 78.5 million tons, accounting for 32% of the global LNG
trade. Imports will be even higher in 2012 as the country continues to face an unprecedented
nuclear crisis. Japan, once considered a mature and saturated market, has become a renewed
growing market and will remain the world’s biggest importer of LNG for the foreseeable future.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
• Japan’s post-Fukushima energy policy will be the key driver shaping Japan’s LNG demand
over the next decade or more.
• Japan’s demand for fuel will generate concerns over energy security among other Asian
LNG buyers for at least the next five to six years, until more supplies become available
from greenfield projects, including those in Australia and North America.
• Toward 2020, North American gas supplies, namely LNG from the United States, will
play a key role in meeting Asia’s increasing LNG demand as a result of both the need for
supply diversification and economic reasons.

J

apan’s tragic triple disaster and its effects on the country’s fuel mix have contributed to
changing the landscape of Asia’s liquefied natural gas (LNG) market. Japan, once considered
a mature and saturated market, has become a renewed growing market and will remain the
biggest importer of LNG for the foreseeable future. It seems inevitable that the implications
of Japan’s fuel need will generate concerns over energy security among other Asian LNG buyers,
especially for the next five to six years until more supplies become available from greenfield projects,
including those in Australia and North America.
This essay first examines the Asian LNG trade in a global context, followed by an analysis of
Japan’s post-Fukushima LNG demand outlook and constraints for future imports. The essay then
discusses supply outlook for 2020 with a special focus on the role of U.S. LNG.

The Asia LNG Trade in a Global Context
Global demand for LNG for 2000–2011 grew at an average annual growth rate (AAGR) of 8.2%
to approximately 242 million tons (mmt).1 More than half the increase in demand for this period
came from Asia in absolute terms. In 2011, Asia accounted for 64% of the global market share.
Furthermore, Asia’s established markets—Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan—accounted for 58% of
global market share (see Figure 1).
Historical global trade (imports and exports) of LNG, 2000–2011
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Asia’s LNG imports increased by more than 16% on the year to 154 mmt in 2011, of which the
three established markets accounted for 83% of Asia’s total imports (see Figure 2). Japan’s imports
grew by 12% year-on-year (YOY) to 78.5 mmt. South Korea and Taiwan continued to increase
imports at 36.7 mmt (up 13% YOY) and 12 mmt (up 11% YOY), respectively. Imports from the two
emerging markets—China and India—grew robustly in 2011 as well, to 12.2 mmt (up 30% YOY) and
13.5 mmt (52% YOY), respectively. China’s growth in demand was supported by strong demand from
both the power and industrial sectors in 2011 when new LNG re-gasification terminals located in
Dalian, Liaoning Province, and Rudong, Jiangsu Province, were inaugurated. India’s sharp increase
in LNG imports, on the other hand, came as a result of domestic gas supply shortfalls from the
KG-D6 Basin.
FACTS Global Energy (FGE) forecasts that global LNG imports will grow at an AAGR of 5.3%
from 2012 to 2020 and that Asia will remain the largest demand center, accounting for more than
60% of the global market in 2020. The Fukushima disaster and consequent changes in Japan’s nuclear
policy will affect the country’s fuel needs for the long term. It seems clear that Japan will remain
the largest LNG importer in 2020, followed by South Korea, China, India, and Taiwan. Demand
from the two key emerging markets (China and India) together is forecast by FGE to grow at an
AAGR of 9.4% between 2012 and 2020, accounting for around 27% of Asian LNG imports by 2020,
up from 17% in 2011. It must be emphasized that Japan—a resource-poor country—imports almost
all of its gas. Furthermore, all of its gas imports are in the form of LNG because the country has

figure 2
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Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan

2020

no international pipelines. Nonetheless, in terms of total natural-gas consumption, China is the
largest gas consumer in Asia, with demand exceeding 12 billion standard cubic feet per day (bscf/d)
in 2011, compared with Japan’s 10 bscf/d. China is expected to remain Asia’s largest gas consumer
for the foreseeable future.

The Role of LNG in Japan’s Fuel Mix
In 2011 the power sector accounted for 65% of Japan’s total LNG consumption, while city gas
utilities accounted for the remainder. LNG consumption by power utilities increased by 20% to
49.8 mmt, as the delayed resumption of suspended nuclear reactors forced utility companies to
increase thermal-power generation. Consumption increased despite the fact that Japan’s total power
demand fell by 4.7% due to post-Fukushima energy conservation and restricted power supplies.
The YOY demand declined in August 2011, the peak summer demand month: the decline was
profound at -12.1%.
LNG consumption by city gas utilities, on the other hand, fell slightly by 0.4% to 26 mmt.
Additionally, commercial demand declined by 7% as a result of energy conservation and
seasonal factors, although industrial demand increased by 2% and residential demand remained
almost unchanged.
The aftermath of the Fukushima disaster was the key driver raising Japan’s LNG demand in
2011. The average utilization rate of nuclear power plants fell from 68% in 2010 to 38% in 2011. In
addition to Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO) completely closing its Fukushima Daiichi
and Fukushima Daini nuclear plants on March 11, 2011, Chubu Electric Power Company shut its
Hamaoka nuclear plant completely in May 2011 in order to construct an eighteen-meter breakwater
and implement other preventive measures to protect the plant against major earthquakes and
tsunamis that may hit the area in the future. Furthermore, no reactor that shut down for regular
maintenance and stress tests restarted in 2011 or until early July in 2012, as local governments
demanded a new post-Fukushima safety standard. In fact, for two months from May 2012, all of
Japan’s 50 nuclear reactors—with a total capacity of 46 gigawatts (GW)—completely shut down for
regular maintenance and stress tests. Japan thus temporarily lost the base-load nuclear generation
that accounted for nearly 30% of the country’s total power generation before the Fukushima crisis. As
of this writing in August 2012, two nuclear reactors (with a total capacity of 2.36 GW) are operating,
but the road ahead remains unclear.
These disruptions in nuclear operations significantly changed Japan’s fuel mix in 2011, increasing
demand for both LNG and low-sulfur fuel oil and crude oil in order to supplant lost nuclearpower generation. Figure 3 illustrates the power-generation mix in Japan in 2010 (estimated) and
2012 (forecast).
LNG will remain the key fuel for thermal-power generation because burning crude oil for power
generation is not a long-term solution given environmental regulations and supply limitations. FGE’s
LNG demand forecasts for 2020 are based on the following assumptions:
1. Power demand will be almost flat or show a slight annual increase, as Japan’s power-conservation
efforts will remain stable in the long term.
2. All nuclear power plants reaching the age of 40 will go out of service. Although extending the
lifespan of plants to 60 years has been discussed, it will likely only apply to exceptional cases
under the current administration led by the DPJ (Democratic Party of Japan).
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figure 3

Japan’s power generation mix, 2010 and 2012
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3. Existing reactors under the age of 40 will continue to operate unhindered, assuming the share
of nuclear power in the country’s fuel mix will be as little as 15%—one of the three options that
the government has been debating.
4. No new nuclear reactors will be built except for the two reactors currently under construction.
5. LNG will account for 40% of total power generation, and crude-oil burning will decline to preFukushima levels, constituting 8% of the generation mix.
6. The share of renewable energy in the fuel mix will increase to only 9%–10%. It will be extremely
difficult for power generation from renewable energy sources, which is highly dependent on
weather and geographical factors and has high investment costs, to increase its share significantly.

Japan’s Infrastructural Constraints

48

There are infrastructural limitations on both power-generation capacity and the ability of Japan
to import significantly more LNG via existing receiving facilities. Key Japanese importers are already
operating at close to capacity and would require more investment to meet continued growth in
demand. For example, the maximum LNG that TEPCO—Japan’s largest LNG consumer—can
receive in Tokyo Bay is estimated to be 24 million metric tons per annum (mmtpa), which is almost
equivalent to all the LNG imports of China and India combined. Kansai Electric Power, Japan’s
second-largest power utility, is also limited in its ability to consume beyond 7.3 mmt of LNG due to
capacity constraints. FGE estimates that Japan has thermal-power plants for natural gas with a total
capacity of 58–59 GW, and under normal circumstances 50% of the capacity is utilized. In August
2012, however, the utilization rate is estimated to have been 70%. Considering these infrastructural
NBR SPECIAL REPORT u SEPTEMBER 2012

limitations to receiving more LNG, FGE projects that the maximum utilization rate of the power
plants that can burn natural gas is 80%. While some receiving terminals outside Tokyo may have
room to import more LNG, they are unable to serve as distribution hubs for Japan’s primary demand
centers (Tokyo and Osaka).
In addition, although new receiving terminals are under construction outside Tokyo, adding
more power plants presents other challenges. Building a greenfield gas-fired plant would take seven
to ten years, given that successfully completing an environmental assessment alone requires up
to five years. Only TEPCO and Tohoku Electric Power have been temporarily exempted from the
environmental assessments needed to construct new power plants, since some of their plants were
damaged by the March 2011 earthquake and tsunami.
The uncertain future of the Japanese power industry, however, makes utilities reluctant to proceed
with long-term investment plans to overcome infrastructural constraints. For example, constructing
a new 1-GW, combined-cycle, LNG-fired power plant is estimated to cost 120 billion yen ($1.5 billion).
In order to address such concerns, the government is looking seriously at restructuring the power
industry, which is still partially regulated. In particular, it is considering removing the existing
regional power-supply boundaries in the next two to three years, which effectively give regional
monopolies to Japan’s ten regional power utilities by separating power-transmission businesses
from power-generation businesses. The government envisions more newcomers (from outside the
power industry) would enter the power business so that consumers have the option to choose among
power suppliers.
This ongoing discussion about reforming the power sector has implications not only for power
utilities but also for city gas utilities. The above reforms could lead to a reorganization of the power
and gas industries and thereby create major shifts in how LNG is procured in Japan in the future.

Supplies to the East of Suez
Figure 4 below has been compiled in an attempt to present a picture of the supply-demand
balance in Asia. In order to include traditional suppliers to Asian buyers, this outlook covers both
the Asia-Pacific and the Middle East.
The dark gray bars represent East of Suez LNG demand, while the light gray bars represent
potential LNG supply capacity from the same region. The difference between the two therefore
represents the potential surplus or deficit of supplies in the East of Suez within the given time frame.
From 2012 to 2016, the region shows signs of a deficit, as a result of growing demand and limited
new supplies. Japan’s additional LNG requirements are creating a tighter supply situation in the
region. This means that LNG supplies will be needed from other regions, namely the nontraditional
Atlantic Basin, to support the expected deficit. It seems clear that Japanese buyers will meet the bulk
of their post-Fukushima additional requirements through spot, short-term, and mid-term contracts.
These buyers remain uncertain about their LNG requirements beyond the next few years, which will
depend on how many nuclear reactors return to operation. Utilities can reduce LNG consumption
by as much as 1 mmt per year with every 1-GW nuclear reactor that is brought back into operation.
Starting in 2015, scheduled start-ups from a couple of new projects in Australia and Papua New
Guinea are expected to provide additional supplies, albeit in small volumes. The overall situation
remains mostly unchanged, however, because of reduced supplies from Indonesia following the
decommissioning of Arun Train 6, as well as because of the state of supply allocation to the domestic
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figure 4

The demand and supply outlook for LNG East of Suez
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n o t e : Supply capacity includes planned and realistic projects.

market. By law in Indonesia, 25% of gas produced in the country must be supplied to the domestic
market. Expected delays from some projects currently under construction in Australia will likely
have a significant impact on supplies for Asian buyers beyond 2016. Thus, some Asian buyers have
resisted taking long-term LNG contracts in today’s tight market and instead have relied on shortand medium-term deals to bridge the demand deficit until the market eases with more supplies.
In fact, a few deals to Asian buyers were made this year for a combined package of short/mid-term
and long-term, in which the seller priced short-term contracts at a slope of under 14 and long-term
contracts at lower slopes of around 14.85.

More Supplies to Be Available Beyond 2016
In order to meet the Asia-Pacific’s LNG requirements, intraregional supplies accounted for over
50% in 2011 (see Figure 5). The ratio was lower than in previous years because Japan received
various spot/short-term cargoes from other regions to meet its immediate requirements following
the Fukushima disaster. As shown in Figure 5, Qatari volumes to Asia increased to 37 mmt in 2011,
when some new contracts started and diversions from the Atlantic Basin to Japan were made.
Despite the fact that Japan received significantly more cargoes from other regions in 2011
than in previous years, the country’s dependency on Asia-Pacific LNG was 67%. Under normal
circumstances, this share is even higher—for example, it was 75% in 2010 (see Figure 6). Ironically,
when Japan first started importing LNG over 40 years ago, a key objective behind this energy policy
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Asia-Pacific LNG imports by source, 2010 and 2011
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was to reduce fuel dependency on the Middle East and to diversify supply sources—moving away
from the Middle East and increasing other supplies via Asia-Pacific sources—as 85% of Japan’s oil
imports came from the Middle East. Since then, however, Japan has become highly dependent on
Asia-Pacific LNG, which is exacerbated by the fact that most contracts are long term (over twenty
years) for the purpose of supply security. Consequently, the Japanese government now believes that
the country is too dependent on Asia-Pacific LNG imports and on conventional, non-flexible LNG
with higher price slopes. Reversing this trend will require Japan to diversify import sources.
China and to a lesser extent Taiwan both tend to have a high dependence on Asia-Pacific supplies
as well. Currently, Australia remains the largest LNG supplier to China and accounts for 30% of the
country’s total imports (see Figure 7). For Taiwan, regional supplies accounted for nearly half of its
imports in 2011, although Qatar is its single-largest LNG supplier (see Figure 8).
South Korea, for its part, has a diversified portfolio of imports, with the Asia-Pacific accounting
for 47% of supplies, the Middle East for 41%, and the Atlantic Basin for the remainder. Qatar remains
the leading LNG supplier to South Korea, supplying over 8 mmt, or 22%, of the total supplies to the
country (see Figure 9).
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figure 6

Japan’s LNG imports by source, 2010 and 2011
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Japan’s new energy policy is expected to encourage the country to import LNG from North
America, namely from the United States, on a large scale in order to improve energy security and
diversification of supply sources and pricing formulas. The government believes that Japanese
buyers, who have been buying LNG based on oil-indexed prices, should be able to import possibly
less expensive LNG based on Henry Hub. Furthermore, volumes from the United States have no
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figure 7

China’s LNG imports by source, 2010 and 2011
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destination control, which gives buyers flexibility to manage domestic demand fluctuations. Rising
energy costs are already hurting utilities’ profitability, especially now that they are unable to easily
increase electricity rates. The government expects utilities to conduct the utmost cost cutting before
they can propose rate hikes. As a result, most electric utilities have incurred losses for fiscal year
2011 and are forecasting the same for fiscal year 2012. The value of LNG imports in fiscal year
2011 leaped 52% YOY to 5.4 trillion yen ($67 billion), which contributed to Japan’s record trade
deficit. The economic impact without nuclear energy is profound. For Japan to get back on track in
terms of economic progress, reducing energy costs is essential. Furthermore, the hollowing out of
manufacturing industries will escalate as manufacturers can no longer go with their desire to protect
jobs in Japan and instead move to neighboring countries where costs are lower.
In order for U.S. LNG to be a viable option for Japanese importers, the Japanese government is
asking the United States to take into consideration Japan’s unprecedented crisis and allow Japan,
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Taiwan’s LNG imports by source, 2010 and 2011

figure 8
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a country that does not have a free trade agreement (FTA) with the United States, to import LNG
from the U.S. mainland. Currently, the Natural Gas Act requires the U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE) to evaluate applications to export natural gas and LNG from the United States and then make
a determination about whether a permit is consistent with the public interest:
As a practical matter, the need for DOE to make a public interest judgement
applies only to trade involving countries that have not entered into a free trade
agreement (FTA) with the United States requiring the national treatment for
trade in natural gas and LNG.2
2
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U.S. Energy Information Administration, “Effect of Increased Natural Gas Exports on Domestic Energy Markets as Requested by the Office
of Fossil Energy,” January 2012.
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South Korea’s LNG imports by source, 2010 and 2011

figure 9
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Therefore, Japan is eligible for LNG imports from the United States by either being an FTA
member or making the case that exporting LNG to Japan is in the U.S. public interest. It is unlikely
that the distinction drawn between FTA and non-FTA countries would survive a challenge under
the World Trade Organization. Thus, these differences may slowly disappear by 2020.
Even if the United States does export LNG to Japan, there are gas-quality issues to be resolved.
Japanese utilities are not comfortable with higher volumes of lean gas (or low-calorific gas) inside
their systems, as the existing infrastructure was built to be based on rich gas (or high-calorific gas).
Lean gas (including diverted Qatari volumes) accounts for only 10% of the country’s total imports
today. City gas utilities are studying whether it makes economic sense to increase the proportion of
lean gas in their portfolios. They can increase liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) spiking capacities or
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reduce the calorific value of their regional city gas supplies. However, both options would require
long-term commitments and investments. Meanwhile, many power utilities remain reluctant to
increase the ratio of lean gas given the existing facilities and settings. These companies want to
be sure that the power supply will not be affected by the change and also believe that a blending
of different gas qualities will reduce their flexibility in receiving LNG cargoes. New power plants
and receiving terminals that can handle lean gas are already under construction in the Hokkaido
and Niigata areas. Given that there are many technological solutions to this issue, the Japanese
government may consider offering incentives to make these projects work if supply security can be
assured. Japanese importers are also looking into the possibility that the calorific value of gas can
be increased by U.S. gas suppliers.
Lean gas issues are also a concern for South Korea but seem to be manageable because it has only
one big LNG importer that manages the country’s supply portfolio. The Korea Gas Corporation
(KOGAS) is the largest LNG buyer in the world and typically imports over 90% of the country’s total
imports. KOGAS already has a contract to buy 3.5 mmt from the Sabine Pass project. Additionally,
the United States and South Korea officially entered into an FTA in March 2012, which will provide
South Korea with a further competitive advantage in terms of access to U.S. LNG as well as security
and diversification of supplies—three things that Japan desires. As for the emerging markets, the
calorific value of LNG is not a primary concern yet. For example, China has not strictly regulated
calorific values of regional gas throughout the country; thus, it does not have concerns over the U.S.
supplies in terms of the volume Chinese companies can take.

Conclusion
Japan’s tragic triple disaster and its effects on the country’s fuel mix have contributed to changing
the landscape of Asia’s LNG market. Thermal-power generation will continue to supplant declining
nuclear-power generation, while the main fossil fuel in Japan will be LNG, considering its relatively
low greenhouse gas emissions and supply availabilities. Japan, once considered a mature and saturated
market, has become a renewed growing market and will remain the biggest importer of LNG for
the foreseeable future. Its LNG imports are expected to increase at an AAGR of 3% for 2010–20 and
reach 88.5 mmt, thereby tightening both the short- and mid-term Asian LNG markets. Furthermore,
Asia’s market will be presented with increasing demand not only from existing LNG importers but
also from new countries, mainly from Southeast Asia, that will eventually play an important role.
It seems inevitable, then, that the implications of Japan’s fuel needs will generate concerns over
energy security among other Asian LNG buyers. These concerns will likely persist for the next five to
six years, until more supplies become available from greenfield projects, including those in Australia
and North America. Toward 2020, North American gas supplies, namely U.S. LNG, will play a key
role in meeting Asia’s increasing LNG demand as a result of both the need for supply diversification
and economic reasons.
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T

he essays, discussions, and analysis from this year’s Energy Security Program offer a wide
range of perspectives on Asia’s booming oil and gas demand, as well as on the effect of
the region’s inevitably growing role in global energy geopolitics. The choices that Asian
stakeholders make about how to manage their energy needs will have vital implications
both for U.S. energy security and for broader U.S. strategic power and posture in the Middle East.
Additionally, the essays and discussions cast new light on emerging and growing concerns about
supply availability and pricing in the Asian markets for liquefied natural gas (LNG), particularly
in the wake of Japan’s nuclear energy crisis and the “shale gale” of booming natural gas production
in the United States.
At the center of the 2012 research program are the changing geographic patterns in oil and gas
demand and the implications for U.S. and Asian engagement in the Middle East. A key component
of U.S. interests in the Middle East—and in particular, the U.S. commitment to the maintenance
of a post–World War II “Pax Americana”—has centered on the country’s use of strategic power to
ensure the access of Western industrial countries to Persian Gulf oil. Yet both North America’s and
Europe’s need for Middle East oil is declining rapidly as U.S. oil production rises with the deployment
of new technologies, other Western Hemisphere producers boost their output and exports, and Russia
grows as a supplier to Western Europe. In the place of the United States and the European Union,
Asia is now overwhelmingly the predominant buyer of Persian Gulf oil, driven by strong demand
growth from China and India. Consequently, one of the foundations of U.S. interests in the gulf is
weakening as global oil flows shift dramatically toward Asia.
Ultimately, do these shifts suggest fundamental changes in the United States’ commitment to the
Middle East? Program discussions generated more questions than answers. Central to this debate are
issues that go beyond the scope of energy geopolitics and that concern the extent to which the United
States is willing and able to continue an overarching strategic commitment in light of deepening
fiscal woes, a war-weary public, and broader rebalancing toward the Asia-Pacific. However, as
John V. Mitchell and others aptly highlighted, even if the United States does not directly receive
any oil from the Middle East, the stability of global oil markets remains in the vital interest of the
United States. Today’s oil markets are deeply integrated, and any disruption of Middle East supplies
would severely undermine world and U.S. economic growth. Yet no Asian state has demonstrated
the strategic power or inclination to exercise a stronger role in ensuring the stability of the Middle
East or the reliable flow of gulf oil to world markets. As the world’s sole strategic superpower, the
United States remains the dominant power in the Persian Gulf.
Yet continued U.S. commitment to the Middle East should not obscure the enormous tectonic
shifts that are underway in the geopolitics of oil and gas. The workshop discussion of Iran sanctions
demonstrated how the growing role of the Asian states as huge buyers of oil from the Persian
Gulf is already beginning to complicate efforts by the United States to achieve key diplomatic and
strategic goals. Washington has expended enormous diplomatic capital to pressure Asian states to
collaborate on oil sanctions. As of July 2012, India has yet to convincingly reduce imports, and China
maintains that it is already meeting international obligations and that a case has not been made for
further sanctions, as described by Zha Daojiong. And while Japan and South Korea have enacted
additional sanctions, both previously imported a significant amount of their oil from Iran, which
has created dilemmas as each strives to balance competing policy and economic interests. Japan, for
example, cannot ignore that these cuts are occurring at a time when it already needs to compensate
for enormous shortfalls in power generation from a downturn in its use of nuclear energy. In the
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context of broader U.S. strategic rebalancing, this issue raised questions for some specialists about
whether the United States should be doing more to support its allies and partners on energy, and if
there are complementary policies—on LNG exports from North America or in other collaborative
fields—that may reduce insecurity and reinforce strategic partnerships. How these changes will
evolve remains unclear. What is becoming clearer, though, is that the United States’ ability to shape
strategic developments in the Middle East will increasingly depend on cooperation from Asian oil
importers.
With this in mind, it is also important to emphasize the extent to which concern among some
in Washington about Asian national oil companies (NOC) potentially locking up future oil
supplies is likely misplaced. As Philip Andrews-Speed and other panelists argued, such a scenario
is practically impossible in a huge, integrated global oil market where supplies are fungible and liquid,
transportation of crude oil is cheap, and most internationally traded oil is sold through long-term
contracts that are regularly renegotiated. The impulse in some Asian states to try to secure physical
control over oil supplies is ultimately unlikely to make any real difference to their own domestic
energy security. Supplies can still be disrupted in a war scenario by interdicting the sea lanes, blowing
up pipelines, or the capricious actions of host governments. While deriving some political or other
intangible benefits from their relationships with home governments, most Asian NOCs have behaved
pretty much the same as the large international oil companies and sell their oil production to the
closest and most profitable markets globally. Hence, concerns in Washington about the investments of
Chinese NOCs in North America and elsewhere are based on a misunderstanding of how the global
oil industry works. This finding is especially instructive at the present time, as some in Washington
express fears over the acquisition of Nexen, a large Canadian oil company with significant production
assets in the Gulf of Mexico, by the China National Offshore Oil Corporation (CNOOC). Chinese
ownership of Canadian and U.S. oil production is highly unlikely to significantly alter oil supplies
available to the United States, and may even ultimately mean more supplies rather than less. For the
most part, these Chinese investments should be treated the same as energy investments from other
countries unless there are clear links to Beijing’s wider strategic interests.
Finally, questions surrounding the market outlook for LNG in Asia are emerging as increasingly
critical to the overall energy security of the region. A program paper and workshop discussion
explored prospects for the Asian LNG market, new and growing energy security concerns about
adequate LNG supplies over the next decade, and whether Asia’s excruciatingly high LNG prices can
be reduced. Asia has been counting heavily on growing LNG supplies to provide cleaner-burning
sources of electricity generation. But with a dramatic increase in demand from Japan and the
continuation of oil-linked pricing, the near-term gas market in Asia is becoming prone to a severe
supply-demand squeeze. Moreover, the demand shock has accentuated a severe rise in the region’s
LNG prices driven by both the demand spike and the traditional LNG price link to rising oil prices.
As demonstrated by Tomoko Hosoe, this pressure is advancing Asian interests not only in securing
additional supplies but in diversifying supply sources beyond traditional hubs in the Middle East
and the Asia-Pacific. Most of these projections anticipate that, as a result of the shale gas boom,
new, lower-cost LNG supplies will reach Asia from the United States around 2016. However, this
arrangement will require significant changes to existing U.S. export policies and infrastructure.
Currently, the United States requires that countries not covered by a U.S. free trade agreement must
receive explicit government approval for LNG exports—meaning that countries such as Japan would
need an exemption from the U.S. Department of Energy to import U.S. LNG. At the same time, on
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the U.S. side, there is growing political resistance to expanding gas exports among gas-consuming
industries that want to keep domestic prices low. Significant investments would also need to be made
in U.S. infrastructure to enable such exports, which will require greater clarity on export policies.
Asian LNG importers, namely Japan, are hoping that Washington will largely let the market work
to drive lower-cost LNG supplies to Asia in the future. But it is clear that U.S. politics will play an
important role in potentially limiting new supplies for Asia.
In conclusion, shifting patterns of global oil and gas demand from west to east are presenting new
challenges to the major Asian oil importers and fundamentally reshaping the traditional calculus of
global energy geopolitics. China is reluctantly but inexorably being drawn into the gulf region as a
new diplomatic player, while Japan, South Korea, and India also play significant roles on the global
stage. The United States increasingly will need cooperation from the Asian powers to secure its
traditional goals of stability and open sea lanes. Washington also needs to avoid getting distracted
by misperceptions that Asia’s NOCs are undermining U.S. energy security. Additionally, LNG is now
an important strategic and energy-security issue for the United States to address carefully. In all,
this year’s program reinforces how important it is for the United States and Asian governments to
work together to identify collaborative rather than competitive strategies to increase energy security.
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ENERGY SECURITY PROGRAM
Now in its eighth year, NBR’s Energy Security Program convenes top energy and geopolitical experts from
industry, research, and policy for an assessment of the developments taking place in Asian energy markets
and their implications for geopolitics. To inform and strengthen the public policy dialogue, experts
share insights and recommendations through a number of channels, including an invitation-only spring
workshop, NBR’s annual Energy Security Report, and a public fall launch event.

PROGRAM THEMES
•

“Oil and Gas for Asia: Geopolitical Implications of Asia’s
Rising Demand” (2012) explores how Asia’s rising energy
demand, coupled with angst over prices and the reliability
of future oil and LNG supplies, is shaping the strategic and
economic agendas of Asia’s major powers.

•

“Asia’s Rising Energy and Resource Nationalism” (2011)
examined if there is a connection between energy insecurity
and state efforts to control major sea lanes, the impact of Asia’s
national oil companies on the global industry, and the emergence
of rare earth elements as an arena for national competition.

•

“Pipeline Politics in Asia: The Intersection of Demand,
Energy Markets, and Supply Routes” (2010) analyzed the
growth in overland pipelines in industrializing Asia and the
resulting implications for Asian regional politics and energy
security geopolitics.

•

“The New Energy Silk Road: The Growing Asia–Middle East
Energy Nexus” (2009) assessed the likely evolution of Asia’s
involvement in Middle East oil and gas development, including
how Asia may affect future oil and gas supply development and
the implications for U.S. policy.

•

“Opportunities and Constraints: Prospects for Russian Oil
and Gas Supply to Asia” (2008) examined the role of energy
in Russia’s strategic vision, regional perspectives on Russia as
a reliable energy supplier, and implications for U.S. policy in
the region.

•

“The Rise of Asia’s National Oil Companies” (2007) assessed
the strategic and competitive implications of the rise of Asia’s
national oil companies (NOC), examining the internal structures
of Asia’s NOCs, their relationships with home governments, and
geopolitical impacts for the United States and the region.

•

“China’s Search for Energy Security” (2005–06) focused on
China’s global search for energy security, drawing implications
for U.S. global energy and security interests and offering
recommendations for policies that would allow the United States
to respond more effectively.

•

“Asian Energy Security” (2004) examined the geopolitical,
economic, competitive, and environmental implications of
Asia’s growing energy security challenges. This year’s theme also
informed the chapter “Asia’s Energy Insecurity: Cooperation or
Conflict” in NBR’s Strategic Asia 2004–05: Confronting Terrorism
in the Pursuit of Power.

2012 ENERGY SECURITY REPORT

The 2012 Energy Security
Report and all reports from
past years are available for
download at: www.nbr.org.
NBR would like to thank
Chevron, ConocoPhillips,
ExxonMobil, and JOGMEC
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of the 2012 Energy Security
Program, as well as the
Woodrow Wilson International
Center for Scholars for
co‑hosting the May Energy
Security Workshop and the
September launch.

For more
information on
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Securit y Program,
please contact
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eta@nbr.org or
202-347-9767.

pacific en ergy su mmit
Building economic and environmental security
through innovative energy solutions

mission
The Pacific Energy Summit aims to foster
economic and energy security in the AsiaPacific by developing practical solutions
to the dual challenges of rising energy
demand and climate change.

a regional gathering
The Pacific Energy Summit is an
invitation-only event that convenes highlevel policymakers, industry leaders, and
experts to articulate regional energy needs
and opportunities. Participants explore
market-based policy solutions, coordinate
efforts to effectively use available technology
and limited resources, and foster publicprivate partnerships.

research and results
To inform sessions and prompt thoughtprovoking discussion, the Summit organizers
commission policy papers and interviews
with top energy and political experts. A
final report highlighting Summit findings is
distributed to key stakeholders in the AsiaPacific region and the United States.
All Summit reports and papers are
available at <www.nbr.org>.

2012 • Hanoi, Vietnam

Innovative Generation:
Powering a Prosperous Asia
The Summit explored best practices and policy solutions
to help meet Asia’s rising electricity demand, sustain
economic growth, and address the concurrent
environmental impacts, featuring participants such as
Under Secretary of State Robert D. Hormats (United
States), Secretary Jose Rene Almendras (Philippines), and
other global leaders.

2012 Summit Papers
Powering Asia’s Growth: Meeting Rising Electricity Needs
Mikkal Herberg, The National Bureau of Asian Research
and University of California, San Diego
Electricity at the Right Price
Donald Hertzmark, DMP Resources
First Principles: Technology as an Enabler for Productive
Power Markets
Peter Hughes, Scott Hare, and Maite Pina, Ricardo
Strategic Consulting
A Case Study on Power Sector Restructuring in Vietnam
Nguyen Anh Tuan, Institute of Energy, Vietnam
Prospects for Nuclear Energy in Asia
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Taking Renewable Energy to Scale in Asia
Letha Tawney, World Resources Institute
Principles of Successful Expansion of Rural Electrification
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Daniel Waddle, NRECA International
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2011 • Jakarta, Indonesia

summit advisors

Unlocking the Potential of Natural Gas in the Asia-Pacific

Dennis Blair

Discussions focused on the growing role that natural gas can play in
accelerating the transition to a low-carbon economy and supporting
economic growth. Panel topics included the role of natural gas in climate
change policies, the incorporation of natural gas in the power sector,
and the future of unconventional gas, featuring participants such as
Fatih Birol (International Energy Agency) and Minister Dato’ Sri Peter
Chin Fah Kui (Malaysia).
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2011 Summit Papers
Natural Gas in Asia: History and Prospects
Mikkal Herberg, The National Bureau of Asian Research
and University of California, San Diego
Asian Natural Gas: Supply, Infrastructure and Pricing Issues
James Jensen, Jensen Associates
Evolving Roles of LNG and Asian Economies in Global Natural Gas Markets
Hiroshi Hashimoto, Gas Group, Institute of Energy Economics, Japan (IEEJ)
Europe’s Evolving Gas Market: Future Direction and Implications for Asia
Peter Hughes, Ricardo Strategic Consulting
The Policy Tightrope in Gas-Producing Countries: Stimulating Domestic
Demand Without Discouraging Supply
Mark Thurber and Joseph Chang, Program on Energy and Sustainable
Development, Stanford University
Unconventional Gas and Implications for the LNG Market
Alexis Aik and Chris Gascoyne, FACTS Global Energy

2011 Summit Lead Sponsors, Partners, and Collaborating Institutions
Chevron, ExxonMobil, Japan Bank for International Cooperation (JBIC), Pertamina, Star Energy,
and the Indonesian Institute for Energy Economics

2009 • Tokyo, Japan

Energy Security and Economic Growth in the Asia-Pacific:
Innovations, Markets, and Smart Policies for a Low-Carbon
Future
Summit delegates participated in sessions on developing a roadmap for
action on efficient and clean energy technologies, the various mechanisms
to promote implementation of these technologies, and the related
uncertainties and challenges that countries such as China, India, Japan, and
the United States face.
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